Bards, Brewers
& Bandits

NPC - Bar Staff

Aboo

Race - Ogre
Occupation - Bartender

Description

This fat vegetarian orge with long curly hair was appointed as a bartender for unknown reasons. He never seems
happy about his lot in life and complains to anyone who would listen. His only true friend is someone called
Ashgo-Mo but apart from him Aboo believes he has no one else. He is best known for perhaps being the worst
bartender ever!

Likes: To complain and whine
Dislikes: Meat
Wants: A listener for his sob stories

Fears: Pretty much anything
Flaws: Extremely annoying and whiny

Agarth

Race - Human
Occupation - Brewmaster

Description

Agarth is an eccentric man. You would assume he was a tinkerer given his optics and heavy coat. At first glance
it would seem his mind works too quick for his body. His movements are disorganised and chaotic. Some would
describe him as clumsy though his has never split, dropped or smashed a single thing. As a master brewer with
a curious mind he is more often seen on the road rather than in his tavern, searching for new recipes and seeking
out new and exciting ingredients.

Likes: Wine, Ale, brewing, distilling
Dislikes: Cheap watered-down ale
Wants: An award winning new recipe for his tavern

Alex ‘The Captain’ D’Alton
Description

Fears: Magic
Flaws: Easily distracted

Race - Human
Occupation - Manager

A middle-aged stocky man with salt’n’pepper hair and bronzed weather beaten skin. Tattoos adorn his muscular
shoulders and the scars on his nose, arms and chest indicate that he was once a warrior of times past.
Though friendly and known for his good sense of humour, he remains guarded when it comes to matters of his
past. The captain has a reputation in the local area for being well travelled and knowledgeable regarding local
geography.

Likes: Friendly patrons, big tippers
Dislikes: Bores, violent drunks
Wants: To see out his days in peace and comfort.

Aphira Nightshade
Description

Fears: Being drafted back into the army.
Flaws: A bit of a miser. Stickler for order.

Race - Elf
Occupation - Bartender

A half elf woman with light blue eyes and jet black hair. One of her companions, a very large dog lays at her
feet behind the bar as she serves drinks. Aphira remains reserved and can seem timid in nature but her animals
will protect her fiercely if any aggression is aimed in her direction.

Likes: Nature, Dragons, Animals
Dislikes: Anger, Violence
Wants: To feel loved, attention

Fears: The death of her animals
Flaws: Tends to choose animals over humans. Not very
assertive.

Ashgo-Mo

Race - Ogre
Occupation - Tavern Owner

Description

The two headed Orge known as Ashgo-Mo runs his very own tavern. One head is rational and focused on
income whereas the other is chaotic and very unpredictable in nature. Despite their differences they both enjoy
writing poetry (though it is awful by most standards) and they prefer to be seen in expensive clothing .

Likes: Money, traveling, fancy clothing
Dislikes: Arguing
Wants: Fame and glory

Banefrost
Description

Fears: Solitude
Flaws: Bad poetry

Race - Human
Occupation - Bard

Banefrost was a well known fighter and mercenary, he retired few years ago to build the tavern known as Fischkrieg on one of the trade roads.
The large human stands over six feet tall, he is bald but has a long beard; his arms are adorned with tattoos and
possesses a loud booming voice, he can usually be heard laughing as he appreciates a good joke. Having Banefrost as a friend means having a friend for life, but having him as an enemy means, you have a real big problem.

Likes: Gambling, gaming, drinking, laughing
Dislikes: Assholes, repression, assholes, rudeness,
assholes
Wants: Fun, some money and peace

Barbille “Ironfist” Urthadar
Description

Fears: Nothing, but prawns .. they are evil
Flaw: As a mercenary he did things he swears he will
never do again. He does not talk about it!

Race - Elf
Occupation - Tavern Owner

A middle-aged human seemingly in his late forties, standing taller than average humans. At a glance you can tell
that he has been keeping in shape, his physique suggests that he could rival most adventurers. Despite his towering size and menacing looks, his short trimmed brown hair and heartwarming nature gives off a friendly and
approachable presence.

Likes: Good-willed actions, honorable people, fellow
martial artists
Dislikes: Dishonorable or underhanded actions
Wants: A good and challenging fist-fight with a fellow
martial artist

Berry Tinkle

Fears: The barkeep is steadfast, but will give in to ensure his staff ’s well-being
Flaws: Easy to trust in others, but once the trust is
broken, it will stay broken

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Fighter

Description

Berry is a very unassuming elf with a typical lithe frame, but to the discerning eye one will notice that despite
his size he is all muscle, even decades after his time as a hero. He must be doing some sort of training, but no
one has ever witnessed it.

Likes: Respect, proper behavior
Fears: That his past will catch up to him.
Dislikes: Loud belligerent guests or patrons.
Flaws:When drunk his loose lips could sink him.
Wants: To be left out of any and all adventures moving
forward

Bob Zimmer-Daylin
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Bard

Bob is a young sickly looking man with wavy strawberry blonde hair and pallid complexion. His sparse blonde
beard and other shortcomings are masked by expensive bright colored clothing and an abundance of jewellery
that would make any thief drool.

Likes: Good food, good tippers, lots of good drink
Dislikes: Authority, early starts, orcs
Wants: To be famous and rich

Boronar Bloodbeard
Description

Fears: Having to get a ‘real’ job. Ogres.
Flaws: Talkative, poor listener, short tempered when
drunk, impulsive
Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Barkeep and Tavern Owner

His crimson coloured hair and tightly braided beard hangs down to his belt. He wears simple, elegant clothes
and appears to be strong and hardy. Although, he can be a tad sluggish and a little clumsy at times, especially
after out drinking unprepared patrons.
He speaks very loudly and boisterously, and has a propensity to swear often and Proudly. He is very friendly and
amiable to all who visit his establishment and commands the respect and loyalty of his regular patrons.

Likes: Drinking and Conversing
Dislikes: Trouble makers, Bandits, Thieves
Wants: His Inn to continue to prosper and rare and
well-aged alcohol

Brock Bronzewick
Description

Fears: The mountain passes becoming blocked or
overrun (hurts business)
Flaws: Foolhardy Bravery- courageous to a Fault
Race - Human
Occupation - Barkeep

You often hear Brock before you see him. The booming voice and unmistakable laugh belongs to a stocky and
well built man in his late thirties. His large chest and thick arms suggest an active past, though none have seen
him happier than when he is behind his bar. His wavy brown hair stops just past his ears and a roughly trimmed
beard hides his strong jaw. Always the life and soul of the tavern and sometimes the law, he draws a regular
crowd and keeps the beer flowing until the wee hours.

Likes: Socialising, ale, a good joke
Dislikes: Trouble makers, thieves, necromancers
Wants: To enjoy his retirement

Buff
Description

Fears: Having to pick up his weapons again
Flaws: Very loud
Race - Goliath
Occupation - Bar keep/retired adventurer

Buff towers above the bar at the Inn at seven and a half feet tall. He is about forty years old with fading hair
and ice blue eyes. He often carries a loaded heavy crossbow under the bar for any troublemakers who cause problems at the Smoking Corpse Inn. Buff is a former adventurer who retired after he received a grievous wound
that almost took his life; the large scar is sometimes noticeable on the right side of his neck.

Likes: Well mannered Adventurers
Dislikes: Wine drinkers
Wants: To increase the business of the Inn

Fears: Another wizard duel will break out and burn
the Inn down
Flaws: Judges wizards and sages harshly

Clay Steelsoul

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Bartender/Cleric

Description

The kind of dwarf everyone should know, he is loud, resourceful and trustworthy. Once a cleric sworn to
protect those who would normally be cast out of society, he took his talents and opened his own tavern. It now
serves as a refuge for those that you would consider terminally outcast.
Clay still often wears his robes and despite the beer stains, he still carries quite the presence within the tavern.
He performs the odd ritual for the needy from time-to-time but most of his healing is dealt through liquid
means.

Likes: Helping those in need, serving patrons, telling Fears: The destruction of his tavern
stories
Flaws: Generous beyond his means
Dislikes: Pilfering Disreputable Females
Wants: To create an order of tolerance and understanding

Coraig Dudaran

Race - Human
Occupation - Barkeep

Description

Coraig stands over six feet tall, appearing much too large to fit com fortably behind the bar of the Flaming
Sword; Despite his size he has a friendly face and is surprisingly spry. His tanned skin seems odd given his
constant presence behind the bar; Rumors swirl that from time to time he’s willing to drop everything to join a
promising adventure.

Likes: Well behaved patrons, spit shining his favorite Wants: To be an adventurer and explore the world
mug
Fears: Losing control in his bar, patrons being injured
Dislikes: Guards hassling patrons, competitors getting unintentionally
the best of him, setting up tents, faulty rapiers
Flaws: Will forget the plan, or just ignore it

Courli Silvermane

Race - Pixie
Occupation - Barkeep/Owner

Description

Courli is a female Pixie with a narrow face, pert nose, freckles and long sweeping ears. Her long hair is silver
with rainbow streaks that sparkle in the sunlight. She has brightly colored transparent butterfly wings, with
some patches of opacity. Her eyes are almond shaped and lavender in colour with glowing flecks in the dark.

Likes: Good music
Dislikes: She despises dresses
Wants: Dreams of a peaceful retirement

Cubit

Fears: Hates vampires
Flaws: Shiny objects

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Barman

Description

His balding head only just appears visible above the bar and he requires the use of a stool to see over the top.
The middle aged gnome is friendly but has a sad look in his eyes. He remains jovial in front of others but is
covering up the loss of his family who were all slaughtered during an Orc raid on his caravan. He used to be a
travelling merchant but can not bring himself to travel since the event that took his family from him.

Likes: Drinking to forget
Dislikes: Orcs of any kind including half orcs
Wants: His family back or to forget

Fears: Leaving the town/city
Flaws: Hides his true feelings always putting on a
happy face

Cyndi of Kelvin
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Bouncer

Cyndi is tall for a human female nearing middle age, her fiery hair losing a bit of its brightness and skin darkened
from long journeys on the road. A warrior of some renown, she has settled down as bouncer at The One-Eyed
Ogre to help raise her adopted children, both of whom are looking to become adventurers in their own right.
Her combination of matronly attitude and battle-ready mind make her popular with the clientele.

Likes: Strong drink, good tales, high adventure.
Dislikes: Braggarts who cannot back up their tales,
adventurer poseurs.
Wants: A good future for Zack and Kaylee.

Darla Yeti
Description

Fears: Growing old before she can ensure a future for
her children.
Flaws: Easily goaded into showing her prowess.
Race - Changeling
Occupation - Bard

At first glance one would assume Darla to be like the other hairy patrons of the tavern, but a closer inspection
would reveal she’s actually smaller than her compatriots. Eager to please visitors with a witty tale, or jaunty
tune; one might get the impression she’s trying too hard to fit in, and might not be all she seems to be, and maybe knows more than she’s letting on.

Likes: Horrible puns, good stories from far off lands, Fears: Being found out to be a Changeling.
puzzles and riddles
Flaws: Doesn’t know that much about Sasquatch culDislikes: Being stared at, too many personal questions ture, high levels of curiosity
Wants: A close knit group of friends.

Deliah ‘The Owner’ Enass
Description

Race - Elf
Occupation - Bard

The middle-aged half-elf woman behind the bar, is constantly smiling. She is short with brown hair and green
eyes, draped in pragmatic, but good looking clothing and her skin seems to be unusually flawless. She has an
aura around her, you feel like... you could talk to her with ease.

Likes: Ewi, information, the tavern/the staff, Freya,
open minded people, adventurers.
Dislikes: Thugs, racism, cabbage, gold diggers
Wants: Peace, stability, rare information, her close
ones to be safe

Domaz
Description

Fears: Sandstorms, not being able to help, committing
to a romantical relationship
Flaws: Too calm, has a hard time talking about her
past, too permissive with Ewi
Race - Human
Occupation - Proprietor/Brewer

Domaz is a non-descript looking man, average height and build, brown skin and black hair. He grew up on the
street, living off the kindness of strangers in Prompeldia, “The City of Theives”. Because of this, he finds it
hard to connect to strangers, but once he bonds with a person, he is passionately loyal. While his dream is to
settle down and raise a family, he currently focuses that passion into his brewery at the Rusty Nail, always trying
new flavours and ideas.

Likes: New and exoxic flavors, secret softspot for ani- Fears: Regime change, rejection
mal and children
Flaws: initially distant, fierce loyalty, former orphan/
Dislikes: Fancy/ rich folk, cruelty to animals and chil- street urchin
dren
Wants: Family, quiet life, brewer reputation

Dorvar Thduum
Description

Race -Dwarf
Occupation - Bouncer

With a gruff disposition and a nasty scar beneath his right eye, the heavily muscled dwarf can be an intimidating presence. His fiery, red beard does little to ease those who cross him.
Dorvar is extremely loyal to friends, family and those he works with, but if you manage to get on his bad side,
there is a good chance blood will be spilled or bones broken.

Likes: Ale.
Dislikes: Crime (former city guard)
Wants: An opportunity to join an adventuring group
and make good use of his violent tendencies.

Elena Langley
Description

Fears: Goblins (narrowly escaped being enslaved by
them)
Flaws: Can be fairly dour. Tends to overreact to minor
problems.
Race - Human
Occupation - Owner

Elena was born in the house of a blacksmith. Her father taught her as he would a son and so she became strong
and hardy. When she was eighteen she joined a mercenary band and become close with its leader, who taught
her how to fight. Elena was using her strength and natural swordsmanship talent to earn her money and fame.
After the unfortunate death of all her companions she retired to become tavern owner. Her tavern is called The
Fallen Knight. Now she lives quietly in her tavern and sometimes still secretly helps people in need.

Likes: Swords, good vine and all pleasures
Dislikes: Injustice and poverty, arrogant people
Wants: To live quietly and be helpful as possible

Ell’wynth
Description

Fears: Spiders and worms
Flaws: Sometimes overreactive and choleric

Race - Elf
Occupation - Server

Her elegant frame and delicate features are in no way befitting the simple roughspun tunic she wears behind the
bar. Any seasoned adventurer would see through the facade that she has built. In truth, her elegant and toned
physique is a result of years of archery and horseback riding. Reluctant to share her background or true intentions
for working in such an establishment, you can only guess as to why she is here.

Likes: Animals, trees and poetry
Dislikes: Thoughtless barbarians, naive magic users
Wants: To return to her homeland

Francis ‘Tank’ Morden

Fears: The destruction of her people
Flaws: Withdrawn, selfish

Race - Human
Occupation - Bar owner

Description

Tank left his tribal lands when he was a teenager and survived as a trapper and hunter until he joined a band of
adventurers and spent many years battling dragon cultists. He’s a tall, joyful man with thin hair and a big bushy
beard. His love of ale is only surpassed by his love of family and friends but don’t let his friendliness fool you he will easily put you down with his bare hands if need be.

Likes: Ale, family, fighting
Dislikes: Rude guests, loudmouths, dragonfolk
Wants: A quiet life to focus on brewing and time with
his family

Fears: The rise of more dragons, the slow season, his
wife’s wrath
Flaws: He drinks a little too much and his stories seem
to have no end

Grethal Ironhammer
Description

Race - Half-Orc
Occupation - Barkeep/Server

Grethel is an imposing figure, towering over the bar. She does not smile, nor does she frown – until she spots
Kariethiel slacking off again. Her medium-length hair is tied back in tight braids to keep it out of the way. Her
leather vest displays her arms in all their glory. She wears a number of pieces of iron jewelry she forged herself.
Despite his appearance this bard plays the lute and mouth organ exceptional well, but his songwriting and singing some would say is an acquired taste.

Likes: Weapons, smithing, Rockfist Ale, wrestling.
Dislikes: Bards, wasting time, bad employees, poets,
elves.
Wants: To run her own forge shop one day.

Harlech Dolwydellan
Description

Fears: She will be stuck as barkeep at the Laughing
Lamb forever.
Flaws: Too serious, cynical, stubborn.
Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Brewmaster

Having travelled great distances in search of ways to improve the family brew recipe, Harlech has returned
to crafting. He will gladly talk to anybody who will listen, with his favorite subjects being tales of travel for
ingredients and how to secure them, and how his son is now currently off doing his own research. He will offer
samples in hopes that you grab a pint and continue talking.

Likes: Talking, brewing, travelling
Fears: Creating bad product. And snakes.
Dislikes: Those that do not appreciate a fine brew
Flaws: Will continue talking regardless of audience.
Wants: The perfect combination for that perfect brew. Just keeps going…

Howard ‘The Norbine’
Description

Race - Sasquatch
Occupation - Bartender

An elderly sasquatch, the white-haired and loquacious Howard can be found tending the bar, telling tall tales
and puerile jokes that somehow always seem to “land” with their audience, or broaching the subject of fishing. If
interest in angling isn’t outright rebuffed by patrons, he will pull out historical records, going into depth about
past year temperatures, and which fish were biting in what parts of the lake on what days.

Likes: Fishing, stories, immature/fart jokes, cedar
Fears: Snakes
trees, comfortable underwear
Flaws: Doesn’t know when to stop talking, has probDislikes: Swear words, people who don’t catch-and-re- lems with nouns, messy eater
lease their fish
Wants: Underwear without seams, landing the Lunker

Iron Brightsword
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Owner

Iron Brightsword is the Owner of the Legions Rest Tavern. An exceptional fighter and adventurer, he commands
a striking presence in the bar, standing at five feet nine inches with piercing blue eyes. He has long grayish/white
hair, tied back in a single neat ponytail. He has pale skin, a muscular frame and walks with a slight limp due to
a previous injury to his left knee. Always carries a silver dagger on his belt and continually glances at his sword
above the mantle.

Likes: Trading with the various races throughout the
area, learning their customs and skills.
Dislikes: Witnessing violence or aggression of any
kind.
Wants: A safe haven to raise his family in peace.

Fears: His past will return to exact revenge on his
family.
Flaws: His kindness allows him to be taken advantage
of.

Janice ‘Mistress Jasmine’ Nihtlay

Race - Human
Occupation - Entertainer

Description

A tempress of long flowing midnight black hair, eyes of sparking sky blue and skin of creamy white. Her dress,
silver in colour, hangs over one shoulder barely contains her ample bosom and long shapely legs. Though true
beauty to be sure, watch your hands, or you may lose them.

Likes: Light, pink flowers, stiff drink in the morning Fears: Ghoul Pirate, dark
Dislikes: Patrons who think they can get some for free,Flaws: Too trusting with people’s sob stories
Gob
Wants: Enough money to buy back her contract

Jath Keenblade
Description

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Tavern Owner/Thief

Jath is a halfling orphan who was raised by elves. He grew up believing his father was the best thief in town and
tried to walk in his footsteps. He is both cheerful and sly. He is the co-owner of Daggers & Drafts, his primary
duties include accounting and management of the tavern. He also sees that the god Shade is appeased by the
activities in the tavern including gambling and trickery. His motto, “Small but deadly.”

Likes: Gambling, Gold, Girls
Fears: Loud noises
Dislikes: Losing
Flaws: Too kind, greedy
Wants: To appease Shade with gambling and trickery

Jigzelk
Description

Race - Goblin
Occupation - Tavern Owner/Assassin

Jigzelk is a goblin who was trained by assassins since birth. After failing an assignment, they sold him into
slavery. Jigzelk escaped and fled to the city, there he met Jath and together they established the tavern known as
Daggers & Drafts; a place for people who society deems inferior. Jigzelk manages the tavern and makes sure the
god known as Shade is appeased by the blood spilt in the darkness.

Likes: Darkness, Death, Blood, Daggers
Dislikes: Light
Wants: To appease Shade with darkness and blood

Johnathan ‘Johnny’ Darkstorm III

Fears: Fire
Flaws: Arrogant, cold hearted, unforgiving

Race - Elf
Occupation - Owner/Master Thief

Description

Johnny is a typical elf, average height with a slender but muscular build. His straight black hair is shoulder
length in the back, parted down the middle hanging over his eyes. He is not especially attractive, usually wearing a sly smirk. He often wears dark clothing of fine materials but of utilitarian style. He always has at least
two daggers visible on his belt, with several more hidden on his person.

Likes: Money, mischief, chaos, fires
Fears: Being imprisoned, losing control of the guild
Dislikes: Copper coins (he feels they are “beneath
Flaws: Pyromania. his chaotic tendencies tend to spoil
him”), law enforcement
plans (his and others), greed
Wants: To run a successful tavern catering to adventurers and to run the thieves’ guild

Kariethiel Vaubal Topalian
Description

Race - Elf
Occupation - Bard/Server

Kariethiel is a skinny elven lad with a ready grin and a perpetually dreamy look. He looks almost ethereal with
his pale skin and pale gold hair. He wears so many shades of blue it looks like he couldn’t decide which one
to settle on. His fingers are stained from ink, and his numerous pouches are overflowing with papers, some of
which escape onto the floor. He is sometimes seen carrying a satinwood lute.

Likes: Writing, music, singing, collecting unique tales, Fears: His music just isn’t good enough.
gossip, poetry.
Flaws: Easily distracted, poor concentration, naïve,
Dislikes: Working (will do anything to avoid doing
believes what anyone says.
work), cleaning.
Wants: To someday be a real bard who goes on quests!

Kaylee Kelvinova
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Barmaid/Thief

Fair of skin and golden-haired, she looks nothing like the rest of her family. While attractive, she still maintains
a childlike quality that disarms many bar patrons to the detriment of their purse strings. Her mother chides her
for practicing her craft at The Ogre, but cannot argue the value of her skills. Kaylee sometimes joins her brother
in accompanying adventurers, though her curiosity is sometimes more trouble than her skills can justify.

Likes: Adventure, practicing her craft.
Dislikes: Hates insects, poor tippers.
Wants: To form an adventuring company with her
brother to seek fortune and fame.

Legend Moonflower
Description

Fears: Bugs.
Flaws: Kaylee’s insatiable curiosity means no container
goes unopened, no potion unsampled, no lock unpicked.
Race - Nymph
Occupation - Bard

An odd looking yet attractive man with horns on his head and a dragon-like tail. Dragon scales cover his shoulders and his black hair gives way to white flecks. Though difficult to accurately determine his age. he looks to be
in what would be his early twenties if he were human. His cat-like eyes scan the tavern as he smirks, looking for
someone to talk to, seeming very full of himself.

Likes: Playing the lute, telling stories, adventure, flirt- Fears: Something happening to his twin sister Lore.
ing, drinking
Flaws: He wants to be famous at any cost, He is very
Dislikes: Being looked down upon because of his
cocky
ancestry
Wants: The finer things in life, To become famous, To
go on adventures

Lore Moonflower
Description

Race - Nymph
Occupation - Bard

A beautiful yet strange looking woman. Her hair is white with black spots. She has a feline tail and the ears to
match and where there would be fingernails, she has claws. Dragon scales flow from her shoulders down to her
spine until they blend into the fur that becomes the base of her tail. Otherwise, she looks almost human. Her
white, cat-like eyes look seductively yet playfully at any patrons that pass by.

Likes: Flirting, playing the lute, dancing, persuading Fears: Something happening to her twin brother Legothers to do things that amuse her
end
Dislikes: When people stare at her and it’s not for her Flaws: She’s a sucker for a pretty face.
beauty
Wants: To find the men who killed her lover long ago,
To flirt and seduce

Lucky Lem
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Barkeep/ Moneylender

Lucky Lem has a patch over one eye, no hair, and a square peg leg. He doesn’t get out much and has the attitude of a rudely awoken dragon. He will gladly loan a little cash out for a nice return on that haul. When
signing all those papers though, make sure you have a sharp eye and plenty of blood in your veins.

Likes: Inexperienced adventurers, lost noblemen,
small print, and desperation
Dislikes: guards, questions, and low interest rates.
Wants:A place of his own, but without having to do
any of the work.

Ludgris ‘Eugene’ Blackhorn

Fears: A place of his own where he has to do all of the
work.
Flaws: Thinks he can pull one over on anyone
Race - Human
Occupation - Waiter/Thief

Description

With delicate facial features and a thin frame, Ludgris is a tall man looking to be in his twenties. He has short
and pitch black hair with a faint white spot near his right ear. His eyes are light emerald green and his lips, besides being thin, are pale, just like his skin.
When he is not talking to a customer, he maintains an emotionless face, which, sometimes, scares other people.
He is known by tavern regulars as “Eugene”.

Likes: The brotherhood, danger, heights.
Dislikes: Snobby and abusive people; Abusive kingdoms; Royalty.
Wants: To take down royalty and kingdoms that does
not behave correctly

M’Ollark
Description

Fears: Extreme fear of birds that can’t fly and hairy
women.
Flaws: Can’t speak the word “behind”. Has a way too
flashy combat style.
Race - Orc
Occupation - Tavern Owner

M’Ollark is an old looking Orc with his face covered with pink scars over his pale green skin. His hair is a mix of
plain white and grey, some curls hang down his neck. He is tall and remains muscular, due to his disciplined life
of as a former warrior. He looks stern most the time, but if someone engages him in polite conversation he will
respond in kind.

Likes: Beer, wine, women, peace, silence
Fears: His past catching up to him
Dislikes: Noise, war, fighting, drunken, arrogant elves Flaws: Women; especially those in distress
Wants: Live a peacefully for the rest of his live

Master Vestus

Race - Human (silver dragon)
Occupation - Owner

Description

Appears as a middle aged Human Male with long silver hair with pale blue eyes and white skin. He is often seen
dressed in blue as it’s his favourite colour. In truth, Master Vestus is a Silver Dragon of unknown age.
He was originally part of the adventurer’s party, Dragon’s Talon, who founded the Adventurer’s Rest. He stands
as the only remaining member.
He will only reveal his identity to those who are club members of the tavern and those he trusts.

Likes: Honesty, bravery, trustworthiness, honey products, music, exotic dancing, storytelling, and women
Dislikes: Liars, thieving from the honest, bandits, noble men, over done meat, and threats
Wants: Live his life in peace while managing the tavern and helping new adventurers

Fears: Losing his tavern, dying before finding a successor to the tavern
Flaws: Drops his guard around exotic dancers, loses
his temper when someone threatens anything he holds
dear

Melisandre

Race - Half-Demon
Occupation - Waitress

Description

Stirs mixed reactions among the patrons. Despite her charming demeanor and alluring good looks, most are
caught off guard by the horns that protrude from her head, her pupiless eyes and long tail. Once an adventurer,
she still travels from time-to-time if the reward is great enough. Mostly she is found gracefully gliding between
tables serving happy customers and intimidating those that choose to cause trouble.

Likes: Music, gold, adventure
Dislikes: Bad puns, vulgar behaviour, thieves
Wants: To return to her old travelling companions,
wherever they are

Mercer the Magnificant
Description

Fears: The undead
Flaws: Stubborn, critical of others

Race - Human
Occupation - Merchant/Storyteller

Whether at his stand or within a tavern, Mercer will always have what you need. A creature of alluring personality and kind heart, those that meet him will find it difficult to resist his charm. Always aiming to please,
whenever a customer makes a purchase he will always ask, “How do you wanna wrap this?”

Likes: Speaking with adventurers, trading stories
Dislikes: Hagglers, disrespect, thieves
Wants: Rare items and artefacts

Fears: The loss of his shop
Flaws: Sometimes says too much

Mr. Bansles Scheep

Race - Human
Occupation - Merchant

Description

A portly gentleman with once-vibrant red hair fading grey at the temples. His clothes are impeccable, made
from the finest of fabrics, though they stretch at the seams to fit his girth. His coldly calculating hazel eyes belie
his ready smile and welcoming handshake. When he is not counting coins, he is often seen fidgeting with coins
in his hands or toying with a coinpurse.

Likes: Money, haggling, bargains, very good food.
Fears: Losing profit, having his store burnt down,
Dislikes: Cheap customers, rats, shoddy goods.
dying poor.
Wants: More money, more exotic items he can resell at Flaws: Greedy, petty, stingy, unhelpful.
outrageous prices.

Old Mike

Race - Human
Occupation - Barkeep

Description

Old Mike and his tavern have become synonymous with the area. Every local knows Old Mike and everyone has a
tale to tell regarding his kindly good nature. Always found shuffling around his tavern, his wrinkled face betrays
his every emotion; though almost never seen sad or angry his hooting laugh can be heard from miles around.
Along with his staff he serves his loyal patrons and sometimes captivates them all with tales of his younger
years.

Likes: A good story, his customers, hot wine
Dislikes: Mess, being alone
Wants: To keep his tavern full

Fears: Debt collectors
Flaws: Cheats at cards

Ozmandius
Description

Race - Undead-Giant-Snake with Arms
Occupation - Bartender

People don’t often approach the bar to speak with Ozmandius himself. Ozmadius is a formidable looking fellow,
head and shoulders above anyone else, his reptilian head and arms enough to put a patron on the backfoot; but
Ozmandius also has empty eye sockets, this is usually enough to put most patrons back in their seats. If you
brave the appearance he is a friendly enough fellow, if a little insane.

Likes: Friendly charismatic speakers, rare drink reci- Fears: Death, Mr.D, Mr.B and Kenny
pes, descriptions of places, especially tombs
Flaws: If he gets talking about the old days, he spills
Dislikes: Questions about his past, squirrels and magicthe beans on some sweet treasure tombs he’s heard
users
about
Wants: A quiet life, a rare wine or spirit

Reydzog of the Shattered Lands

Race - Human
Occupation - Part Owner/Bouncer

Description

Reydzog is a heavily built, balding man with dark blue eyes. His left ear is torn and shredded and proudly wears
a rust coloured beard. He is rarely encountered without a large bedraggled tom cat either on his left shoulder,
or trailing behind him. He always has a dagger in his belt with a large black pommel stone. Even though he is
fluent in the local tongue, he seems reluctant to use it, so speaks slowly, almost hesitantly.

Likes: Fellow adventurers, and Demon, his cat
Fears: The hellion soldiers, undead warders from his
Dislikes: Deserts and weak beer
homeland
Wants: Although content in his tavern, he often yearnsFlaws: Definite soft heart for companions, having put
for a good fight
himself in severe danger even if they did not perceive
their situation as that dangerous

Richard ‘Dick’ Styles
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Tavern Owner/Barkeep

A middle aged man of large stature and even larger waistline; the owner of the Badgers Gate Inn has developed
a reputation for being an easy going man who enjoys a good laugh with the patrons. He revels in long talks about
all the things going on the in the world beyond his walls. As a result he also has a reputation amongst his employees for not getting a whole lot done.

Fears: Losing his inn
Likes: An easy life with good food and friends
Dislikes: Trouble makers and folk who don’t pay their Flaws: Overly trusting, especially to ladies with a winning smile
bar tab on time
Wants: The right lady to settle down with

Roondar Lundor

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Owner/Barkeep

Description

You see a husky green-eyed Gnome with shoulder length silver hair and a goatee. He speaks with a pleasant, yet
stern tone and always looks forward to hearing tales from travelling adventurers.
Roondar purchased the The Sleeping Hydra from his brother Juutar. It’s here that he can secretly keep watch
as the guardian of the Great Forest. Roondar runs the place with the help of his life long partner Shel-Shar the
Merciless, a two-headed half-ogre he rescued in a past life.

Fears: Any enemies from his past finding out where he
Likes: Stories of adventure
Dislikes: Egotistical travellers, Royality and those who is and using the information against him.
Flaws: Roondar would do anything to keep his love
think they hold power.
Wants: To live the rest of his life here with Shel-Shar and home safe, anything.
guarding the Great Forest.

Rurik Ungart
Description

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Information broker

Rurik is always impeccably dressed and well groomed, with neatly trimmed black hair and beard. His most
distinguishing features include a long scar across the left side of his face, running from forehead to cheek and
he is missing his left eye. When asked about it, he always gives a different explanation, sometimes it’s “mining
accident,” or “fighting an orc,”or even just “shaving”.

Likes: New information. He would rather learn a
secret than take money
Dislikes: Time wasters
Wants: Any information concerning a lost Dwarven
civilization

Sage Linala
Description

Fears: The coming extinction of his race.
Flaws: Obsessed with finding a way to reinvigorate the
Dwarven race

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Bard

This redheaded female Halfling is particularly short, even for her kind. Freckles pepper her nose, and her outfit
is flashy and colorful. She’s loud and outgoing and always knows the perfect song for any occasion. She’s masterfully skilled with the lute, and her voice is beyond compare.

Likes: Music; Whiskey and other spirits; Clever word- Fears: That her life will be dull, boring, and sedentary
play; Wittiness; Flirtation
Flaws: Overly loud and rambunctious; Hotheaded
Dislikes: Violence; Boring situations; Meetings
Wants: To be the best minstrel in the land

Shel-Shar the Merciless
Description

Race - Two-headed Half-Ogre
Occupation - Bouncer/Server

You see a seven foot tall two headed half-ogre with pale red skin and blue eyes. Her hair runs down from both
of her heads and joins together in one long braid. Shel-Shar was born to a mother cursed by an evil human
warlock. She was born half human half ogre, but with two heads instead of one. She met Roondar on one of his
adventures and the pair hit it off. When their party went their own ways, she accompanied him to his home to
help run the Inn.

Likes: Hearing stories from Roondar of his adventures.Fears: She may never find her father and her mother
Dislikes: Bullies
will never be avenged.
Wants: To someday meet her father and get her reFlaws: Shel-Shar can be quick tempered and if pushed
venge.
to far, may push back even harder.

Snotwrangle
Description

Race - Goblin
Occupation - Server/Cleaner

No one knows where Dick found Snotwrangle and he’s not telling. Snotwrangle appears to be harmless and
hardworking but unfortunately Dick has never been able to break Snotwrangles habit of claiming unwanted
items, whose definition of unwanted differs to others. Snotwrangle claims ownership by licking items and it’s
remarkable how many people don’t want something after a goblin has licked it. Unless it’s really busy, Snotwrangle tends to work behind the scenes.

Likes: His boss and anyone who gives him things
Dislikes: People who pick on Goblins
Wants: Everything that’s not nailed down

Fears: Being thrown out of the inn
Flaws: Snotwrangle is very easy to bribe

Spiv

Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Merchant/Fence

Spiv is a being of two distinct personalities. On one hand, he is charming and friendly, dealing in goods of reasonable quality; On the other, he is a shady and ruthless dealer in contraband. Though he seems to travel alone
wearing simple clothing, you would do better not to test that theory. Most that deal with him can acquire and
trade goods at a reasonable price with a smile and a whistle. However, a chosen few may enlist his help to move
less than legal items or materials for a considerable price. His darker deeds are accessed by recommendation only.

Likes: Whistling, talking : gold, information
Dislikes: Nothing : authorities, accusations
Wants: A new pair of shoes : the largest diamond
imaginable

Squak ‘Gob’ Pig-Nose

Fears: Fighting, weapons : Imprisonment
Flaws: Foolish, dimwitted : Greedy, untrustworthy
Race - Goblin
Occupation - Chef

Description

Wearing only a stained white apron and a chef hat two sizes too big, stands a skeletal thin figure covered in
blisters, burns and scars from standing over a grill for years. His skin is a pale green and his one good eye is of a
similar colour to the meat that he serves.

Likes: Cooking, shiny objects, Mistress Jasmine
Fears: Ghoul Pirates, boss, dwarves, loud patrons,
Dislikes: Getting yelled at, cold feet, baths, eating meat family finding him
Wants: To cook and be left alone or with Mistress
Flaws: Bad short term memory (forgets orders)
Jasmine

Stegil Onespell

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Owner/Barkeep

Description

A well-dressed, clean-shaven gnome with blond hair trimmed above his collar; often seen wearing a bow tie and
vest under his barkeep’s apron.
Stegil is boisterous beyond his size, shouting greetings to the dirtiest scum who set foot in his common room and
attempts to make all feel welcome.

Likes: Paying customers, card tricks, anyone with a
good story.
Dislikes: Braggarts, most illusionists
Wants: Money to build a bigger inn

Therald Dargul

Fears: Agoraphobic, arson
Flaws: Overconfident, believes he can talk his way out
of any situation

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Barkeep

Description

This very old and wrinkled figure is smaller than most dwarves due to a hunched back. He has very little hair
and what is left is grey, however, he maintains a magnificent beard. He’s a man who’s seen many things, nothing
really shocks him and he generally stays quiet unless called upon.
The serious expression on his face unless his young daughter is present, then his face blooms into happiness and
cheer. His ability to change his mood/expression so readily makes him difficult to read.

Fears: Family threats, Snakes, Necromancy
Likes: Loves his daughter, alcohol, certain patrons,
Flaws: Old and slow (Battle-worn), Hard to get on
certain staff, impressive weaponry, gold
Dislikes: Time-wasters, beggars, hasslers, weak drinks, with, he is quick to judge
small talk
Wants: The best possible life for his daughter, an easy
life

Tina Broadstone
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Blacksmith

A burly looking soot covered woman stands before you. Her eyes sparkle in the reflection of the heating metal
her grasp. Her long brown hair is roughly braided behind her head and her clothing is scorched and burnt from
working in the forge. Though obviously human, she grunts like a dwarf as she notices your presence, and swears
like one as she drops the piece of metal in her hands.

Likes: Ale, fine swords, ceremonial axes
Dislikes: chauvinistic men, cheap weaponry
Wants: Gold, so that she may continue her studies

Tinderfoot Riverweed III
Description

Fears: Dragons, failure
Flaws: Stubborn, a perfectionist beyond productivity

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Cook

A rotund female halfling with bright brown hair like freshly varnished wood. Freckles crawl across her cheeks
and nose, highlighting her large green eyes. She has a beautiful silver platter permanently in place of where her
left hand should be; a platter that is always full of steaming hot muffins/treats that you didn’t realise you were
craving until you see or smell them. Always seen in apron and busily caring for her guests.

Likes: Muffins, flowers, cats, muffins, baking, the colour yellow, and muffins!
Dislikes: People who don’t treat people nicely
Wants: To make her patrons full and happy.

Trebor Ekard
Description

Fears: Losing her platter (it’s pretty) or inn, very small
bats
Flaw: Halfling curiosity; kind of an airhead. Rotund
and physically slow.
Race - Human
Occupation - Barkeep

Ekard is just under six foot tall with a large beer belly. He is still quite muscular despite pushing close to fifty
years old. His head is shaved clean but has a massive two foot long red and grey beard that drapes over his chest.
Tattoos and scars can be seen covering his arms. When not forcing a smile and laughing with customers Ekard
can be seen staring off into nothing, lost in thoughts of the past.

Likes: Ale, Beards
Dislikes: Barbers, Wine
Wants: More Tattoos

Turpyn
Description

Fears: The return of the evil that took everything from
him
Flaws: Loses himself in his own thoughts

Race - Goblin
Occupation - Janitor/Waiter/Greeter

Turpyn is a three foot five, ball of energy. He wears a fine shirt, trousers and boots that he tries to keep clean
and covered with an apron. On his head is a loose knit hat that always seems about to fall off but never does. He
is always polite and smiling (which unnerves some patrons). He will talk to anybody that starts a conversation as
long as it doesn’t interfere with his duties. Sometimes he can be heard singing to himself as he works.

Likes: To clean and hear stories of great adventures. Fears: That he will let down the nice people that let
Learning to read
him work at the tavern
Dislikes: Messes.
Flaws: Always apologizing. Can be gullible to anybody
Wants: To learn to read. Also to keep a clean tavern to who is nice to him
make people happy

Vesers

Description

Race - Half-Elf
Occupation -Server

Vesers is a platinum-haired beauty who came to the Flayed Goblin months ago looking for work. She has little
modesty and this has been the cause of more than a few bar fights and jealous wives coming in and making a
scene in the bar. Typically she wears a summer dress or overlarge men’s pants depending on the temperature.
She speaks with a heavy elven accent and often gets orders wrong but most of her ‘adoring fans’ don’t mind this.

Likes: Music, magic
Dislikes: Stinky travelers with grabby hands
Wants: Stegil to teach her some magic

Vlad Dragonson

Fears: Her elven father will come looking for her
Flaws: Naïve, fairly clueless about cultural norms

Race - Vampire
Occupation - Tavern Owner

Description

The owner of the Flying Bat is an extremely charming and intelligent man; a darkly handsome fellow who
is simply yet elegantly clothed in the latest fashions. As a former adventurer that enjoyed much success he still
possess the skills and presence that is awarded to the heroic and brave. Despite all this, he is clearly a vampire.
Though he keeps his ‘urges’ in check, many still find it difficult to approach him. He strives for equality and
cohabitation amongst humans and non-humans and will not tolerate ignorant behaviour.

Likes: Discovering new things, Learning secrets, Help- Fears: Being discovered and his plans going awry
ing his friends, family and ‘employees’
Flaws: Shameless Flirt, Tends to become enraged when
Dislikes: Bigots, Racists, intolerance & ignorance
someone in his care is harmed
Wants: To make a place where ‘monsters’ are accepted

Will ‘Twitch’ Rollington
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Bartender

His kind and engaging personality radiates throughout his tavern. A younger barkeep than most, in his mid
twenties; his flowing brown locks frame his face with a neatly trimmed beard made all the more interesting by
a patch that sits over his eye. Dressed like your average barkeep but his demeanor suggests he has partaken in
many adventures.
He is renowned in the local area for being able to provide information on most topics and rumour has it that his
nickname stems from his ability to draw and loose an arrow at blinding speed. Some say that under his eyepatch
sits a magical eye he gained from a previous adventure.

Likes: Adventuring, a good story, socialising
with like minded adventurers
Dislikes: Evil doers, mind numbing bores
Wants: A life of adventure
Fears: The consumption of this world by evil
means
Flaws: Easily distracted, rushes into danger

Willie the Fool

Race - Halflinh
Occupation - Server

Description

An average-sized Halfling, garbed in a hand-sewn mix of bright, loud colors that all seem to clash, and yet
draw the eye in. His tongue hangs slightly out of the corner of his mouth, caught between his teeth as he attempts to concentrate. He appears rather ungraceful, as he stumbles around, trying to collect plates and mugs,
usually dropping one or two; always followed by a high-pitched “I’m Sorry!”

Likes: Brightly-colored cloth, scarves, and garments
(or pieces thereof).
Dislikes: Wizards (he swears one turned his friend
into a newt)
Wants: To create his own line of tunics and pants.

Fears: Frogs & toads (things that small shouldn’t jump
that high!)
Flaws: Ungraceful and accident-prone.

Zane ‘Zack’ Kelvinov

Race - Human
Occupation - Bartender

Description

Zane, who prefers “Zack”, fancies himself as a skilled swordsman. He is not quite as good as his mother, but he
shows promise. When he is not helping out around The Ogre he signs on with adventuring companies to lend
his sword & shield to any effort that might bring fortune and glory. He is dusky of skin and dark of hair, with
a self-assured grin and the kind of boyish looks that attract attention, both good and bad.

Likes: Showcasing his martial skill, chatting up visitingWants: To make an independent name for himself.
adventurers.
Fears: To always live in Cyndi’s shadow.
Dislikes: Those who only know him as his mother’s Flaws: Extremely quick to anger.
son.

Zarathustra

Race - Elf
Occupation - Bard

Description

Not your average bard, you will find often him surrounded by patrons listening to his stories. To hear one of
his tales is a true spectacle to behold. After lighting a candle of green flame and adorning an elaborate costume
he will capture his audience with tales of woe and daring adventure. Some say he is an old wizard, much older
than he seems, and that he has seen and taken part in many quests, others believe he just has a good imagination,
perhaps it’s both. Outside of his storytelling, his wisdom is humbling. He knows many things and will happily
provide advice to anyone that asks, wrapped neatly in a cautionary tale. Zarathustra is sure to perk up the most
weary of travellers and you’ll never know where you might find him.

Likes: Magic, games, stories
Dislikes: Ignorance, impatience
Wants: To share his stories

Fears: The end of days
Flaws:

NPC - Patrons

Adalric of Thane
Description

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Adventurer for hire

This somber-looking human sits alone at a corner table, examining a well-worn locket. A multitude of daggers
are sheathed all over his body and a pair of bandoliers filled with potions and vials cross the chest of his studded
leather armor. The locket contains a picture of a blond elf woman – Adalric’s betrothed. Years ago, he returned
from adventuring to find her gone. Since then, he’s traveled the land searching for her.

Likes: Information about Tilaxia’s, divination magic
Dislikes: Xenophobia; idle flirtation; his time being
wasted
Wants: To find his lost love

Fears: Losing his locket; dying alone and unloved
Flaws: Undiplomatic, shy, and withdrawn

Aeris

Race - Aasmair
Occupation - Retired Fighter

Description

Incredibly beautiful but obviously carrying a heavy burden. Aeris sits on her own drinking cup after cup. Though
she engages in polite conversation, especially regarding bows and other weaponry, she makes a point of remaining guarded about personal details. If pressed and given enough alcohol she will allow a listener to hear how she
lost her travelling companions and feels entirely responsible.

Likes: Bows
Dislikes: Men
Wants: Companionship

Ahkmeros ‘Accy’ Kazrani

Fears: loosing people
Flaws: Hates half orcs

Race - Tiefling
Occupation - Archivist

Description

Ahkmeros sits alone, sullenly drowning his demons with drink. He wears charred half-plate with tattooed
religious scripture peeking out from beneath the armor. He is older with paled, wrinkled red skin, grey hair and
scars over his mismatched eyes.
After losing his family during a raid he was discovered and saved by monks. He has spent the past years in devotion to his deity and in search of his daughter.

Likes: Selflessness, Pursuing justice
Fears: Anything happening to his daughter, his own
Dislikes: Necromancy of any kind
mistakes
Wants: Helping those in need, finding his lost daugh- Flaws: Drinks too much, sense of moral superiority
ter

Aki Torbenson
Description

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Magician

The black haired half elf with amber coloured eyes loves nothing more than the thrill of a good mystery.
Whereas most are driven by treasure or financial gain, Aki throws himself into situations where there is a puzzle
to solve, and adventure to be had or a woman to impress.

Likes: Mysteries, Puzzles, Nature and Ladies
Dislikes: Melee fights, disgusting smells
Wants: Solve Puzzles, magical toys

Fears: A ghost or demon may catch his spirit prevent
him from straying
Flaws: Absent minded, thinks he is irresistible

Alanwe

Description

Race - Elf
Occupation - Enchanter

An Elven beauty, graceful in movement. Favouring robes of greens and browns that contrast with her long flowing blonde hair, Alanwe is in tune with the elements of the earth and her soft green eyes are a mix of tender care
and primal strength. Her nature is to protect, which is always her primary focus of her enchantments. She offers
enchanting services to patrons, at a price that is fair to the customer. She would not turn down a customer for
lack of money, for wealth is not what she lives for. She lives to protect people.

Likes: Trees, metals, gemstones, anything natural
Dislikes: Dishonesty/deception, evil, drunks
Wants: To protect people from harm

Alionna “Ali” Undertree
Description

Fears: Possession (by evil forces), necromancy
Flaws: Perfectionist

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Scholar/Healer

Considered short, even for a halfling, Ali is just shy of three feet tall. Her hair is a dark shade of red, pulled
back in a messy braid and her hazel eyes sit behind a pair of round, gold framed glasses. She is always taking in
everything happening around her, but she will not try to interact with people unless they talk to her first.

Likes: Books,helping others.
Dislikes: Mysteries, chaos, being ignored because of
her small size
Wants: To prove herself, to find lost loved ones

Andicap Pyperlottyx
Description

Fears: others being hurt because of her, drowning,
white dragons, failure
Flaws: convinced she’s the only adult in the room, very
single-minded
Race - Human
Occupation - Farmhand

A shorter than average wiry looking human with a pot belly. His receding blond hair and greying red beard is a
stark contrast to his tanned complexion. His clothes are mismatched and appear homemade. Beneath his leather
armour and somber appearance he looks surprisingly strong. The locals will tell you that he is known for helping in the fields to ensure a good harvest. Although shy when sober, he appreciates quick wit and the laughter of
others.

Likes: Nature and animals, a good sense of humor,
occasional tipple
Dislikes: Bossy people and authority, trolls
Wants: Peace and tranquility.

Andy McSparrow

Fears: Evil will conquer the world
Flaws: Sometimes quick to judge, but slow to act.

Race - Human
Occupation -Bard

Description

The tall and lanky bard has a tanned complexion with brown dreadlocks falling under a red scarf tied over his
head. A shapeless brown hat crowns the top of his mismatched colourful apparel; his boots appear to have been
snatched from a dead sailor. A lute sits over one shoulder and a rapier and dirk swing from his hips. His eyes are
deeply set and almost unnaturally dark, his high cheekbones frame his black goatee and long moustache.

Likes: Good smoke, camaraderie, adventure.
Fears: Betrayal, discord or voice cracking during perDislikes: Evil in all forms. Hates soups as food. Camp- formance
ing in bad weather.
Flaws: Slightly selfish and bends rules, not a bad perWants: Legendary lute known as Fender Spellcaster son though. Bitches when facing dislikes.

Aneras
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Regular Patron

Aneras is a loyal customer and friend of the owner at Logan’s Bog. Logan can always count on Aneras for anything she needs from the city or on her travels; as a result, Aneras hasn’t paid for a beer since her first month at
the bog. She always sits in the same seat at the bar and everyone knows it’s her spot. She’s always the last one in
the bar, helping Logan wipe down tables or clean glasses. Aneras is the one who carved the “One Rule” behind
the bar.

Likes: Always getting on the best side of a bargain.
Dislikes: Anyone sitting in her chair at Logan’s.
Wants: o be best trader in the land.

Appolonia
Description

Fears: Thieves, especially when she has one of a kind
items.
Flaws: Her desire for an item can get her in over her
head.
Race - Elf
Occupation - Alchemist

The tall elven woman stands with grey hair bound behind her head at the nape of her neck. She wears a pine
green woolen traveling cloak over a dark green leather vest detailed with twisted willow branches. Her dark
green leather boots and plain leather trousers give the impression that this elf travels often and is well prepared.
A multitude of pouches, loops, and items hang from her belt and bandoliers strapped to her torso. A moderately
sized travel case remains at her side containing a spectacular portable alchemist laboratory.

Likes: Items and elements for Alchemy, and Alchemy Fears: Barghests
research.
Flaws: Prone to lose track of time when engrossed in
Dislikes: Thieves, and beggars
reading or experimenting.
Wants: Crafting elements

Aristea Baltrea
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Fighter

Aristéa is about taller than average and it’s obvious that a good part of her day is spent training with her weapons. Her red hair reaches her shoulders and is swept into a neat bun. Several small scars grace her face and arms
while a bigger mark sits across her left cheek. Her appearance suggests she has seen her fair share of battle but
her clothing and weapons look as good as new.

Likes: Horses, the sea, storms, a good fight, fine wines Fears: Floods, illnesses, vomit, needles, rejection
Dislikes: Thieves, irresponsibility, cheap alcohol, snow Flaws: Bad sense of smell, fierce, idealistic, overprotecWants: Good alcohol and food, well-crafted weapons tive
and figurines

Aron MusterGlove
Description

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Artificer/Guild Member

Aron MusterGlove is an Artificer for the Moonstar guild. A plump stout Halfling with a full beard, slick hair
and always dresses clean. He takes maintains and adventures with his construct Colonel Muster whom is also a
suit of armor for Aron. He is always looking for adventurers to tag along with and will look for new and interesting magical relics and artifacts he can write about and study.

Likes: To adventure with individuals whom he believesFears: Loss of his dear friend Colonel Muster.
he can trust.
Flaws: He will not let go of an adventure until it is
Dislikes: People that take advantage of his abilities.
complete.
Wants: Wants to study old relics.

Asarkan

Description

Race - Half Dragon
Occupation - Blacksmith

Beneath the fine clothes and travelling cloak of this copper scaled half-dragon are the arms of a blacksmith.
His jovial nature and friendly demeanor is infectious to those around him. With a single glance one can tell he is
called a friend by many.

Likes: The study and creation of weapons and armour Fears: His business will not thrive
Dislikes: Seeing ill-used or poorly treated equipment Flaws: Overly ambitious, too forward
Wants: To be a Legendary smith and merchant

Astoroth, Seeker of Knowledge
Description

Race - Slyph
Occupation - Mage/Scholar

Astoroth is a tall, slender male humanoid with semi-translucent blue skin and wavy black hair. Clad in simple
robes, he is normally found writing notes. Oddly, even though this book is rather thin, its current page number
is six digits long. If asked, he’ll claim to be a deity who was slain by an unknown assailant. Resurrected here, he
must live as a mortal until he discovers the identity of the one who slew him. He appears completely honest and
sincere, but no record of the deity he claims to be seems to have ever existed.

Likes: Interesting facts and bits of information, shar- Fears: Forgetting who he once was
ing his knowledge
Flaws: Slow to decide, calculating to a fault
Dislikes: Willful ignorance, illogical or impulsive
behavior
Wants: To learn new things; to regain his divinity

Atuar
Description

Race - Aasimar
Occupation - Paladin

A tall, golden haired man with a glimmer of gold to his tanned skin. An eternal, warm smile decorates his face.
Atuar is extremely muscular and can usually be found in the middle of drinking or strength-of-arm games. He
favors the simple clothes and sturdy boots of the working man and has the bearing and skin of a man used to a
hard day of labor at the field.

Likes: A good spirited competition and athletic games. Fears; Dying of old age, bereft of righteous glory and
Dislikes: Evil, rudeness and a lack of enjoyment in the sacrifice.
gods’ creations.
Flaws: He often takes things lightly, even when the
Wants: To prove himself worthy in the eyes of gods situation warrants caution.
and men.

Aurelia ‘Barrel’ Zonoma

Race - Human
Occupation - Regular Patron

Description

An olive-skinned woman in possession of a loud, infectious laugh. She has a crooked smile, braided red-hair,
and sparkling green eyes. She can always be found with a large mug in hand. She will challenge anyone to a
drinking contest (which she often wins), or any other contest that tickles her fancy. No one knows what she does
during the day, but every night she can be found at the Fuzzy Quarterstaff, carousing, and being merry.

Likes: Ale and Contests!
Dislikes: Party poopers (“wet sticks”)
Wants: To best the Gods in a contest

Fears: Goblins & her mother
Flaws: Drinks too much, and prideful

Avely D’deneith

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Paladin

Description

There’s something enigmatic about this charming but feisty woman. Her wavy, ginger hair is waist-length and
worn in a style that reminds you of burning fire. She has an athletic build and rosy-pale skin. Freckles are spread
delightfully around her cheeks, complimenting her upturned nose and icy-blue eyes. She always wears a silver
necklace with a flame-shaped pendant, an elegant blue cloak finely embroidered with silver threads, and carries a
sleek two-handed sword.

Likes: Relaxing bath after a long day
Dislikes: Noisy crowds
Wants: Information to capture the wanted war-criminal Bastian Tenurion

Fears: Haunted by the last war
Flaws: Sometimes accepts morally questionable compromises to reach higher goals; poorly manages her
money

Axel ‘Axe Man’ Manchester

Race - Human
Occupation - Lumberjack

Description

Axel “Axe Man” Manchester is the world’s finest lumberjack. No tree is too thick or log too strong. Axe Man
is never seen without is trusty axe and has sworn a one-man vendetta against un-Axe-ceptible weapons such as
clubs and bats. Axe man’s foes tend to meet unfortunate Axe-cidents and he is always ready for Axe-tion.

Likes: Axes, Axe related puns
Dislikes: Bats and Clubs
Wants: To chop down a forest

Berrian Merrianme
Description

Fears: Losing his axe
Flaws: Overly aggressive

Race - Elf
Occupation - Adventurer for Hire

Berrian (Barry to his friends, though he despises the nickname) is a tall, thin elf. He wears scholarly robes, with
frayed hems from travel and the occasional foray into danger. His personal journal, a large leather tome, is always
nearby so that he can record any information or experiences for later research.

Likes: Anything novel or surprising
Fears: His tome being stolen
Dislikes: Any question about his home. Also, the nameFlaws: Has very few scruples or loyalties that he won’t
Barry
abandon for new knowledge.
Wants: To discover new/lost magic or knowledge

Bofak IronAxe
Description

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Warrior for Hire

Bofak could blend in with any group of dwarves. Tanned skin, brown hair & beard, and brown eyes.
He has no special identifying marks. He rarely sheds his armor, and always has his axes at his side.

Likes: Ale, combat, & getting paid for combat
Dislikes: Almost everything else
Wants: Any job with a chance to smash goblinoid
skulls and earn ale money

Fears: Death outside of combat
Flaws: He has something of a death wish and cares
little for anyone’s life

Breen

Description

Race -Human
Occupation - Bard

Breen is smaller than the average man, of slim build with long black hair tied back. His clothes suggest he is of
higher standing than one might expect of a travelling minstrel. His eyes are full of life and mischief, laughter
lines creasing his weathered face. A friendly and approachable character, usually seen socializing with other patrons with an almost unnatural ease. Though those with far sharper minds might find some of his behaviors just
a little suspicious…

Likes: Drinking, music, stories and travelling and
seeing the world
Dislikes: Authority figures and law enforcers
Wants: Fame, fortune and success.

Brom Longbreaker
Description

Fears: Interrogation, contact with law enforcers
Flaws: Can sometimes drink too much, paranoia

Race - Human
Occupation - Dock Worker

He is a big bald man covered in from head to toe in tattoos. He is enormous, for a human, and is strongly built.
Brom is very intelligent, well educated and a great lover of puzzles; he would always be eager to solve one when
offered. He looks intimidating but is friendly to strangers, although he despises idiots and cheaters.

Likes: Puzzles, games, and reading
Fears: That people would be abandoning school and
Dislikes: Cheaters and stupidity
no educated people running his hometown.
Wants: A challenging puzzle and a regular chess oppo-Flaws: Little experience in adventures or things benent on his level
yond his hometown

Brufrig Granitesunder
Description

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Fighter

A cheerful dwarf with long brown hair and a carefully braided beard, Brufrig is easygoing and quick to make
friends. Hardworking and goal-oriented Brufrig will do everything in his power to make sure his current task
gets completed. A champion of the underdog, he is quick to step in when someone needs assistance. A simple
man, Brufrig does not need fancy things to make him happy.

Likes: Making children happy. Seeing new places and Fears: The father of his intended will never consider
meeting people.
him good enough to marry his daughter.
Dislikes: Heights, traveling over water.
Flaws: Not very smart or wise, he often acts without
Wants: To become a rich, successful adventurer, there- considering the consequences of his actions.
by earning the blessing to marry his true love.

Bulgoot Fleabitter

Race - Goblin
Occupation - Tourist

Description

Bulgoot sticks out wherever he goes, dressed in an unskilled imitation of the posh style of the area. He speaks
the language of the land when he knows it, and he knows many languages, with a clownishly baroque accent. He
delights in greeting new ‘friends’ with one of many poor attempts at a joke, waving off his audiences’ incomprehension as a lack of familiarity with the culture. His favorite: “What did the elephant say to the barber? A little
off the top please.”

Likes: Learning foreign languages, jokes from other Fears: Drowning, jugglers.
cultures, fancy clothing.
Flaws: Naively believes others when they say they’re
Dislikes: Fighting, rudeness, cheap alcohol.
trying to help people.
Wants:Rare coins from fallen empires, exotic rodents
from far-away worlds. Desperately wants to fit in.

Caleya Soleado

Race - Human
Occupation - Bard

Description

Caleya usually wears form fitting, rather revealing dresses that don’t hinder movement too much. While overall
in good condition, it’s can be seen clearly that her dresses have been fixed in various places. Her curly brown hair
reaches mid-back and is usually loose. She always seems to hum a tune only she can hear. She’s of average size
and rather slender.

Likes: Dancing, warm colours, horses
Dislikes: Nobles, slavery, injustices, death
Wants: Musical instruments, trinkets with a story,
jewelry

Fears: Guards, rats, loneliness, commitment, heights
Flaws: Can’t concentrate on one thing for longer than
half an hour, blunt

Coveth Anweth

Race - Elf
Occupation - Barbarian

Description

Coveth is a beautiful but deadly warrior. She has green hued skin, green hair and purple eyes. She hails from a
tribe of elves in a deep forest on a remote set of islands. She does not speak very good common and because of
that she often gets into fights with locals. She is a heavy drinker and when drunk leads many drinking songs in
her homeland’s tongue.

Likes: Drinking, Collecting Skulls, Jewelry
Dislikes: Losing
Wants: To travel and learn common

Cutter Toe
Description

Fears: Bugs
Flaws: Does not speak common well
Race - Gnome
Occupation - Rogue Illusionist

Dressed as though a common laborer, Cutter sits at the bar and mumbles to the barkeep whenever he draws near.
At his belt are a neat row of darts on one side and a dagger on the other. His boots are scuffed and worn and
quite possibly a little singed. There is nothing merry or jolly about his grumpy gnome.

Likes: Illusions, sleight of hand, puns
Dislikes: The lumbering ‘big people’, wolves
Wants: More spells for his craft or money…or both.

Derngar
Description

Fears: Wolves
Flaws: Surly, foul-mouthed

Race - Human
Occupation - Hunter

Derngar has been trading his skills as a hunter for food and lodging at the Inn for a couple of years now. A quiet
man that likes to sit in the corner and watch the hustle and bustle of a busy bar. A big man, made strong by
years of living in the wilderness, he will often stand in as a bouncer should things get a little rowdy.

Likes: Simple things like a glass of ale or a night talk- Fears: Going back to being alone
ing to a friend
Flaws: Can’t turn down someone in need.
Dislikes: Trouble makers and bullies
Wants: His friends to be safe and prosperous

Deurval Norstrum

Race - Half Orc
Occupation - Adventurer

Description

Duerval was raised listening to the stories his father told of his great times adventuring in the world of humans.
Duerval decided to leave his tribe for a time and seek out adventures akin to his fathers stories. While waiting
for adventure, he can be found beating people at contests of strength, then using his winnings to buy rounds of
drinks for everyone.

Likes: Arm Wrestling , Beer and his Pet War Rhino
(Hurlmutter)
Dislikes: Liars
Wants: Adventure and Beer

Fears: Disappointing his father
Flaws: Duerval believes he is a dwarf

Dios ‘Deer-Hand’ Dirhan

Race - Human
Occupation - Retired Adventurer

Description

“Deer-Hand” sits at a corner table his eyes to the door. He has a noble countenance but a weathered face that has
seen more action than ballrooms. His shimmery grey cloak remains on him as he sits drinking hard rye spirits.
A bastard sword is sheathed and leans against the wall just within reach. His blue eyes reflect the light of the
candle as do the silver streaks in his otherwise black shoulder length hair.

Likes: Tales of Adventure, Unusual Magic Items.
Dislikes: pompous adventurers, half-orcs, overly religious clerics
Wants: Maps, Tales of Adventure, Unusual Magic
Items

Fears: That death is coming for him
Flaws: weakness for elf maidens, lacks patience for
those who want something but won’t listen to or tell
him a tale

Drikthe

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Hunter

Description

You catch the eyes of the hunter from across the tavern. Underneath dark blonde hair his eyes turn back to his
companions and begins laughing heartily. His well-fitting leathers over a purple satin shirt suggests he is a man
of action but appreciates the finer things in life. As he moves towards the bar to refill his cup you notice a belt
of weaponry including a set of fine boomerangs. A rather grubby looking barkeep approaches him and he seems
to pull away slightly before making his order.

Likes: Compliments, Gems, Cleanliness
Dislikes: Intimidation attempts, Deceit, Messy Appearances
Wants: A Good Time, a worthy quarry

Fears: Spiders, Lack of Alcohol, Losing His Wardrobe
Flaws: Cuttingly Honest, Extremely Flirtatious, Drinks
too much.

Duvamil ‘Darcy’ Aliston Roywyn Caulston Yock

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Wandering Monk

Description

Darcy was kicked out of her Monastery for her inability to find inner calm. Upon leaving she found that getting
into bar fights was as good a way as any to train as any, and began to follow what she calls, the Way of the
Drunken Monk. She will take up adventuring if the coin is right, but her first love is a good old fashion brawl.

Likes: Fighting, anyone brave enough to challenge her Fears: Orcs and the Wise Old Monks of the Monastery
Dislikes: Being Manipulated, People who laugh at her Flaws: She is incredibly reckless in dangerous situasize, Bards
tions
Wants: To find the inner peace, adventure

Elacor Mordido
Description

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Thief/Gambler

A half-elf with short-cropped black hair and a large, inviting smile. He sits at a large table at the far side of the
room, taking bets on Willie’s antics (how many times he says sorry, what he drops first, etc.) He also has a large
jar sitting next time to him labeled “Willie’s Tunic Fund”. He seems rather affable and welcoming, but his eyes
never stop moving, constantly taking in his surroundings and the patrons.

Likes: Money
Dislikes: Tax Collectors & Hard (Honest) Work
Wants: To become rich

Father James Giles
Description

Fears: His former partners (who should still be locked
up)
Flaws: Gambling & always looking for a get-rich-quick
scheme.

Race - Human
Occupation - Priest

A tall, slender, balding old man, Father Giles speaks softly. Retired from the military as a war priest, he still
remembers the spells and fighting techniques he learned. Often seen in his plain clothes, Giles always keeps his
trusty mace ‘The Disruptor’ by his side, a relic of his days on the front lines. Giles frequents the Fat Pig to see
how the people of his village are doing, to help any way he can, and to have a nice bite to eat. Father Giles is a

Likes: Helping anyone he can, the faith, his village
Fears: Being called back to service, his memories spent
Dislikes: Violence, hate, injustice, hunger
fighting
Wants: A simple life, to help all he can, to heal the sick Flaws: Cannot say no to those in need

Fendral Hiberius
Description

Race - Revenant
Occupation - Priest

Once born as common priest of the light, Fendral was cursed by the sun god to live out his life as a revenant
until he completes his quest. His skin color changed to a charcoal grey. His veins glow like fresh lava and his eyes
are now burning coals. He often tries to use magic to cover up his terrifying appearance, but when excited the
glow will still shine through his glamour.

Likes: The sun, people of faith
Dislikes: Creatures that live underground, shadows,
dark magic
Wants: Being the light in people’s lives

Flint
Description

Fears: Pure darkness, being trapped without light,
being without his god
Flaws: I always put my mission of destroying the darkness first

Race - Half Demon
Occupation - Monk

Shrouded in a large robe that covers most of the face, it is hard to tell they are anything but human. Six feet tall
with dark tanned skin and a quarterstaff at his side, he sits in a relatively dark corner alone with his head bowed
and fingers interlaced. A plate of bread and cheese sits in front of him, currently untouched as he sits looking
contemplative.

Likes: Order and balance
Fears: What his past may contain, persecution
Dislikes: Fiends, devils and people who exploit others Flaws: He is rigid in his way of thinking
Wants: Information on his past as he was adopted into
a monastery

Freya

Race - Half Dragon
Occupation - Cleric

Description

Freya is a strange sight at first. A lizard-folk with black scales, tail, covered in light colored robes, she seems to
wear an amulet under it. Despite all od this she seems to be approachable. She sits there calmly and patiently,
and it’s like she is listening, not just to Ewi or the owner, but to everyone in the room.

Likes: Knowledge, libraries, travelling, languages
Dislikes: Anyone who disregards knowledge
Wants: Knowledge: no matter what it the costs

Gareth Nuggetnose

Fears: Wolfs, swamps, losing motivation, being burned
out
Flaws: Unusually calm, not enough empathetic,
“knowledge freak”
Race - Gnome
Occupation - Cleric/Thief

Description

Gareth has a full mane of white hair with a beard to match. While adventuring, he dons leather armor and has a
short sword strapped at his side. Instead of boots, he wears a pair of slippers. When relaxing, he prefers loose,
colorful clothing: mainly brown trousers and a loose, white shirt with a green vest. In either case, he’s never
without his large, red hat.

Likes: Whiskey, tobacco, jokes, and money
Fears: None of particular note
Dislikes: Do-gooders with sticks up their butts!
Flaws: Reckless
Wants: To own and operate his own tavern & tobacco
farm

Gunther Zelt
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Mage/Scholar

A young man standing a few inches under six feet in height, Gunther dresses in dark blue breeches, a light blue
shirt, and a dark blue cloak. His black boots come half-way up his calves. He has red, shoulder-length hair along
with a moustache and closely trimmed beard. When traveling, he carries a staff with him.

Likes: Books, knowledge, seeking out magical artifacts Fears: Loss of knowledge – especially ancient books
Dislikes: Braggarts, drunks, and stupid people
Flaws: He values old tomes and knowledge more than
Wants: To uncover hidden magical knowledge
his fellow man.

Hollyiries ‘Holly’ Silentall

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Druid

Description

This tiny gnome appears even smaller when compared to the enormous mug of beer she holds in her right hand.
There is a raccoon licking up puddles of spilled beer by her feet, and several broken mugs lay in pieces on the
floor from where she has clumsily dropped them. She has unkempt hair that seems to burst from her head in
random directions. Occasionally she takes a ruby from her pocket and licks it.

Fears: Large birds
Likes: Small woodland creatures, attempting to eat
Flaws: Often makes irrational choices, reacts angrily,
gems
but subtly, to insults
Dislikes: Cities, anyone who hurts her animals
Wants: To forget her past, to find friends, to humiliate
anyone who threatens her

Huffle Puff

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Wizard

Description

In robes of white and pointed hat of blue, this three and half foot tall creature stands stooped with a gnarled
piece of lumber as a crutch. A pipe, constantly lit and spilling green smoke skyward, is clenched between his
black stained teeth.

Likes: Smoking Wacky Tobacco, Drinking excessively Fears: The return of the feared Puppy Pound
Dislikes: Nosey people who won’t leave him alone
Flaws: Drinks & smokes too much, wants world to end
Wants: To be left alone, to drink & smoke until he
but won’t lift a finger
forgets

Jocelyn Poirer

Race - Mousefolk
Occupation - Soldier

Description

This mousey character is, in fact, a literal mouse, with brown fur and everything. He wears the standard uniform
for one who would be in the military, but the insignia he bears is not of a city in any known location. He carries
a crossbow almost as large as he is, modified to fire alchemical flasks and vials of holy water rather than bolts, in
addition to a smaller hand crossbow and a knife.

Likes: Good drink and good people.
Dislikes: Bringing up why he deserted his post.
Wants: To go home, wherever his home could be.

Fears: Being alone.
Flaws: Recklessness, prone to rush headlong into situations without thinking.

Justin The Bear

Race - Human
Occupation - Hunter

Description

A mountain of a man, well over six feet tall and nearly as wide. He has a shaggy beard and is dressed in animal
furs, apart from his bare arms, which are hairy and muscular. Large claw marks adorn his chest, from many years
ago. The room shakes with his bellowing laugh.

Likes: Women and tankards of ale. Preferrably at the Fears: To run out of new breeds of animals to hunt.
same time.
Flaws: Arrogance
Dislikes: Rich snobs and authority figures
Wants: Coin, busty wenches and an axe in his hand.

Kalandori ‘Blix’ Palathine
Description

Race - Elf
Occupation - Bounty Hunter

Dark of hair and of demeanor, Blix is an outcast from his people. Taking up life amongst humans, he turned his
stealthy skillset towards hunting bounties. His knowledge of toxins and venoms has stood him in good stead and
made him a favorite of the goddess of poison. His weapon of choice is the blowgun, but he also wears poisoned
ettercap claws and wields a magical blade.

Likes: Wine, music, treasure
Dislikes: Lawful anything, bullies
Wants: Treasure, his share of family holdings

Fears: Demons, his dreams
Flaws: Risk taker

Kan’Ta ‘Kenny’ Throk Tak’ya Nan
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Travelling Scholar

Short cropped Hair with deep blue lines tattooed on the back of his skull running down his neck. He wears a
huge leather long coat, seemingly crafted from a single piece of some strange animal, the collar rises to his ears
and the hem reaches his heels. Those with a good perception may notice the tattoos continue to his wrists.

Likes: To Help unfortunates, to contemplate life
Dislikes: Injustice, Unfair fights.
Wants: To find a way home, off this world.

Karsa Orlong

Fears: Friendships, as they always end, and breaks his
heart
Flaws: If he feels he’s getting too close to someone, he’ll
leave
Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Barbarian

Description

At over three feet wide and bare chested, Karsa is an eye-catching sight. a single bear claw hanging on a throng
around his neck and five white scars trace across his chest from left shoulder to right hip. Despite the wild appearance, Karsa’s hair and beard are well groomed and oiled.

Likes: Ale, the chance for glory
Dislikes: Indecisive people, sharing
Wants: To find who destroyed his home town

Kassandra Mileh
Description

Fears: He will not meet expectations
Flaws: His Pride

Race - Human
Occupation - Wandering Monk

Fairly short ageless looking woman, her vibrant features almost glowing white, in stark contrast to her hip length
flowing flaming copper mane of curls dressed simply in a single piece dark silken robe which shimmers, one
instant it appears to be a free flowing acetic monks robe the next a skintight bodysuit, don’t look too closely it
might just devour you whole!

Likes: Surfing and Existential Meditation
Dislikes: Kindred
Wants: Inner peace

Kastor Lieberung

Fears: Loss of control.
Flaws: Occasional uncontrollable bloodlust

Race - Human
Occupation - Fruit Merchant

Description

This handsome Hedge Wizard turned travelling merchant strikes up conversation with anyone who joins him at
the bar, although all topics eventually lead to an attempt to sell them a jar of fruit. No-matter the weather, he
is always wearing gloves. He is compelled by a habit of raising his left hand, palm outwards, and scratching his
nose with his right when he greets people and then pretending nothing happened when they look confused.

Likes: Fruit, forbidden magical items
Dislikes: Walls, the colour purple
Wants: To know what the strange gesture he makes
means

Fears: That he is being stalked by members of a secret
society
Flaws: Acts as if he was dropped on his head as a child

Keltanimiblianororous ‘Kel’ Fizzgizmoer
Description

Race - Gnome
Occupation -Illusionist

A dapper figure, Kel favors bright colors. He believes dull clothing is a sign of a dull personality. With greyish-brown skin and white hair, and sporting a neatly trimmed beard, he will often glance at his reflection when
he thinks nobody is looking. He enjoys the finer things- nice clothing, jewelry, decent food and drink. Happy to
hear other’s tales of adventure, he has precious few to tell himself, but can talk your ear off.

Likes: Enjoys a good practical joke and good conver- Fears: Having people think he is uninteresting.
sation
Flaws: He is easily bored. This can sometimes lead to
Dislikes: He dislikes his clothing getting dirty
pranks during inopportune moments.
Wants: To be able to retire someday, able to afford any
luxury his heart desires.

King ‘Alby’ Albendon

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - King

Description

A stocky, confident looking Dwarf is leaning against the bar, his deep amber hair and beard are braided with
golden bands. His face is scarred from countless battles. Albendon wears adventuring garb and across his back
rests a mighty battle axe, glowing softly in the dim bar light. Albendon will approach any worthy looking party
asking to join their hunt, for he is bored of ruling and prefers to leave it to those with a more mundane mind.

Likes: Ale, cleaning his Axe, good banter and a good Fears: Having to actually rule
fight
Flaws: Arrogant, knows he’s king and expects to be
Dislikes: Being recognized, being bored.
treated as such even if you don’t know it
Wants: Adventure

Kuradel ‘Hornsmasher’ Katho-Olavi
Description

Race - Half Giant
Occupation - Exiled Outlander

A very tall, strong looking man who is only wearing some pants. On his back a well-used great sword that
fits his size. On his body there are a few battle scars visible. Because he is big he looks rather intimidating,
yet looking friendly. On the belt that is preventing his pants to drop, he is carrying a horn. This might be his
favorite instrument, if you don’t count his sword as one.

Likes: Playing the horn, friends, bragging about battle Fears: Not being able to protect my friends, family,
Dislikes: People who cannot appreciate the lovely
clan
sound of the horn!
Flaws: Violence is my answer to almost any challenge
Wants: Glory in battle

Kyros ‘The Viper’ Blackmoor
Description

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Information Broker

A hooded figure sits alone at a dimly-lit table in the corner. Little is known of Kyros by the patrons and the
barkeep, other than that he frequents the bar and “is spending the remains of his life in seclusion after he had
lost his loved ones” (A lie he had spun up). Much of his features are hidden beneath his hood, though adventurers
that know of “The Viper” can prompt him to reveal a tattoo of a viper on the left side of his neck and pay for
his services (Information, poison, assassination).

Likes: Worships chaos and death
Dislikes: Law and order
Wants: Money to fund his guild’s operations

Fears: Undead, necromancers
Flaws: Fanatical and would willingly embrace death

Lady N Duchess of Urnst
Description

Race - Elf
Occupation - Adventurer for Hire

Lady N is a five foot five, overly busty elf. She appears to have some human descendants in her family tree.
She carries herself with great confidence, her attire is of modern times crossed with medieval garb. She carries
a sword and a pistol and is well practiced in the arcane arts. Provided you mind your manners she is a very kind
person. She favors drinking milk.

Likes: Milk, breads and pizza (she teaches others how Fears: Mice
to make it)
Flaws: She cares too much
Dislikes: The taste of alcohol, smoking, and bullies
Wants: To laugh

Lynara Dolvarn

Race - Human
Occupation - Travelling Performer

Description

An agile, athletic woman of average height. Pretty, long brown hair tied up in a bun, hold by metal hair pin. Very
useful for hairdos, lock picking and stabbing somebody.
Worn out clothes, frequently repaired, but looking closer you notice that they have been of good quality once…
long time ago. Always on the lookout for a travelling Circus to join or an unattended purse.

Likes: Animals, performing
Dislikes: Seafood, Mages
Wants: To travel

Madam Zeema

Fears: Undead
Flaws: Morally flexible
Race - Unknown
Occupation - Fortune Teller

Description

Madam Zeema is a colorful figure with a deep, mysterious voice. She is covered with colorful clothes and scarves
which conceal her entire body, leaving only her green eyes exposed. She always has her crystal ball on a silk
cushion and a deck of neatly stacked fortune cards on the table in front of her. Though her services aren’t cheap,
she will often provide them for free to those with the greatest destiny or need.

Likes: Helping fate unfold, nudging history and being Fears: Nothing, for she has seen her own destiny and
mysterious.
that of her enemies.
Dislikes: People who try to change their destiny.
Flaws: She speaks in riddles, metaphors and innuendo.
Wants: To help those who have been chosen by fate,
but do not know it.

Malcer Lackman

Race - Human
Occupation - Farmer

Description

A local man who clearly works the land. With calloused hands, tanned skin and sandy hair. He has a few days
of stubble but on the whole looks like he takes care of himself. Though he looks flustered and appears to be
moving person to person asking them for some sort of help.

Likes: The quiet life and tending to his crops
Dislikes: Rats, confrontation and any sort of trouble
Wants: Someone to rid him of his rat problem at the
farm

Fears: That he never did enough with his life
Flaws: Is often a little underexposed to the world outside his farmstead

Maran Burton
Description

Race - Half Orc
Occupation - Mercenary

A young light green skinned male half orc who is over six feet tall and is wearing leather armor with a tribalistic design on the chest. He has short black hair and blue eyes. He carries a great sword and has a open friendly
approach to newcomers and seeks mercenary work.

Likes: He likes to fish, hunt, and smithing.
Fears: Failing important missions
Dislikes: Dislikes ranged combat, thinks its dishonor- Flaws: If things look really bad, he will do what it takes
able.
for him to survive.
Wants: Mercenary work

Melithika
Description

Race - Medusa
Occupation - Collector

She lives outside the city in an abandoned dwarven ruin. She enjoys the nightlife of the city and wears a hood to
hide her snakes. She has a collection of unique sculptures that she makes out of the interesting people that she
meets in bars. She picks beautiful and unique people. If anyone in the party is of a rare race she will single them
out. She lures people in bars out into the woods with seduction or promises of wealth.

Likes: Beauty in all its forms
Fears: Being caught, having her collection be deDislikes: People asking too many questions, People
stroyed.
with no sense of class.
Flaws: Once she’s set her eyes on a target she cant let
Wants: To lure people out into the woods to turn them go. No matter what.
into sculptures

Metilus Anduan
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Retired Adventurer

Ragged with a cheap beer in his hand looking deeply into the mug as though seeing something no one else does.
Even though he is coherent and seems normal it seems something is lost deep inside of his eyes.

Likes: Cats
Dislikes: Elves
Wants: Inner peace

Mo Jaga
Description

Fears: Any caves basements anything underground
Flaws: Self critical

Race - Homonculus
Occupation - Servant

This creature is easily one of the most ugly things you’ll ever see in your life. Small, leather-like wings and almost stick-like arms and legs. Its main feature is its nose which is almost as big as the rest of its body. It has one
bright red eye and a mouth full of small fangs. He his usually found pulling people’s garbs to ask if they saw his
master and snarling at them when they would shoo him.

Likes: Smelly socks, moldy food
Dislikes: Intrusive people, liars
Wants: To find his master and creator

Fears: His master getting angry at him
Flaws: Holds too strong to his beliefs / orders, not too
bright

MR. D

Description

Race - Vampire
Occupation -Noble

Ashen coloured skin, Dark hair with grey lines, he appears in his mid forties, but his deep green eyes suggest
hundreds if not thousands of years. Peaked Elven ears and pony tail, He prefers a suit, or relevant noble clothes
to the period.

Likes: To watch humans go about their business
Dislikes: Talked to, engaged in conversation, or any
interaction.
Wants: To end his curse

Nikola ‘Niko’ Beo

Fears: Kenny
Flaws: Curiosity, has to follow interesting plots and
watch, to the end.
Race - Lizardfolk
Occupation - Carriage Driver

Description

A gregarious and cheery fellow, Niko drives a rather beaten up carriage, making money ferrying customers from
place to place. Around three feet tall with a heftier build, Niko speaks with a thick accent and dresses in a tunic
that’s clean but seen better days. He dreams of one day owning a business to run his carriages for him. Warm and
cordial to everyone he meets, Niko treats even new friends as family.

Likes: Bowling, ale, his family, gambling
Dislikes: Law enforcement, cockroaches
Wants: To own his own carriage business

Nimp

Description

Fears: His debts catching up to him, threats to his
carriage
Flaws: Unreliable, prone to drunkenness, being too
trusting
Race - Human
Occupation -Regular Patron

The thin, simple looking man at the bar seems to have spent most of his life on the streets. His scuffed knuckles
suggest he can handle himself and a small pile of coins at his place at the bar gives you the impression that he
either prefers to spend his money on drink, or finds it easy to get hold of money when required.

Likes: A warm hearth, good food, feeling of friendship Fears: His uncontrollable power when angry
Dislikes: Snooty rich people, bullies
Flaws: Shy
Wants: To be part of something bigger

Norgarth Moltensteel

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Adventurer

Description

Norgarth is a young, but grizzled dwarf. He lives in his armour and, whenever in the tavern, will always have an
ale in hand. He has thick black hair and beard, which is unbraided. He has a large rounded nose and keen eyes
which are always watching. His armour and weapons are dinged, but he treats them as prized possessions. A
hand is always close to his axe.

Likes: Ale, Strength, Women, a good fight
Fears: His family, His background being discovered.
Dislikes: His family, People that waste his time, weak Flaws: Short tempered, Brash, Selfish, Ungenerous to
character
those he deems weak.
Wants: Gold, renown, acceptance

Nurzull The Brute

Race - Orc
Occupation - Blacksmith

Description

Nurzull is the blacksmith in a little village. He mainly smiths tools and minor weapons used by hunters and
animal keepers. He always dreamed of becoming a wizard and helping subjected people. But the orc culture in
this area says that orcs must be strong warriors. Because of this, he stays at his village and helps the people by
repairing their tools and equipping them with weapons. But he can be violent if he thinks that helps others.

Likes: Magic items, justified violence.
Fears: Being sent into war and being forced to inflict
Dislikes: He dislikes useless brutality and suppressing unneeded harm to others.
people.
Flaws: Prejudiced against other orcs
Wants: He wants to become a wizard and help others.

Oileta Ander’an

Race - Human
Occupation - Adventurer

Description

Generally scruffy with a weathered appearance, the two most noticeable features of this adventurer are his
blindfold and the oversized warhammer at his side. If you look closely, you note that he doesn’t move like a
blindman. In fact, he is not actually blind — he wears the blindfold to literally be led by faith by his deity, the
god of light Averen, which he is more than happy to explain given the opportunity.

Likes: People in general; his warhammer
Fears: Has a sense of self-doubt, wondering whether
Dislikes: Hates being hungry, dwarves’ severity makes his actions are “right”
him uncomfortable
Flaws: Slightly self-righteous, argues religion
Wants: his next “project” and feeling needed, food,
money

Opalite ‘Opie’ Skuzzbucket
Description

Race - Elf
Occupation - Wandering Adventurer

A scruffy-looking elf with a glorious dark mullet and mustache. He’s a simple guy, raised in a monastery, with
an incredibly down to earth personality. He likes to spend his free time watching Centaur races; in particular,
those races sanctioned by the National Association Supporting Centaur Athletic Racing.

Likes: Running, drinking, nature, centaur races, joke, Fears: The end of days
dirty jokes, good clean fun
Flaws:
Dislikes: Mean people, liches, People who cheat
Wants: To see the world, enjoy what’s out there

Ortin

Race - Goblin
Occupation - Rogue

Description

An unskilled thief, who was lucky enough to overhear the password to enter the tavern. His luck, however,
ended there, because any form of stealing inside the tavern is a next to impossible and punishable by death. As
a result, he instead tries to persuade other patrons to part with their money willingly, by offering them shady
deals and trades. Unfortunately for him, he does not possess an intellect to run a clever scheme, all of his efforts
are up to this point, fruitless.

Likes: Money, stealing
Dislikes: Guards, magic, law
Wants: To become a legendary rogue

Fears: Being caught
Flaws: Not very intelligent

Owen

Race - Human
Occupation -Ranger

Description

Owen can be seen with his pet wolf often adventuring with Deurval Norstrum

Likes: The outdoors
Fears: Old Women
Dislikes: Oatmeal
Flaws: Man of few words
Wants: To advance and become the best ranger he can
be

Raul Muntagonus

Race - Human
Occupation - Mage

Description

A man in his late forties with a dark often well trimmed beard, tucked into his robes is a grey wand. A dark
wooden staff rests at his side, the soft glow from the orb of glass at the top drifts over his greying hair. Ask any
of the patrons or locals and they will tell you that Raul has items of his own creations to sell. Some more useful
than others.

Likes: People that are kind and respect mages
Dislikes: Troublemakers, not being paid for his hard
work
Wants: Warm tea and cold ale, magic items

Remy Duchapeau
Description

Fears: Very afraid of lizards and dragons
Flaws: Will always help someone in trouble, often too
curious

Race - Human
Occupation -Hatter

Average human male in his early thirties, with black hair and goatee that is just starting to grey. He wears wellworn travellers clothes and a large, ornately-decorated, wide-brimmed hat, and carries a battered old accordion.
No matter the situation, Remy always has a bemused look on his face, like he is listening to a conversation that
no one else can hear, and is often seen whispering quietly to himself.

Likes: Talking with anyone who will listen and playing Fears: He fears that someone else will hear what the
the accordion (poorly).
“voices” are telling him.
Dislikes: Being called insane or crazy
Flaws: Just a little crazy from the quicksilver used to
Wants: To sell all of his fine handcrafted hats.
make his hats.

Renham

Race - Human
Occupation - Paladin

Description

Renham can normally be found in a suit of full plate mail, and is an elderly fellow with long grey hair, and a
bushy beard. Even older than he looks, he was once a vampire, but is now cleansed of the evil taint and is a
worshipper of a sun deity.

Likes: Ale, socialising, smiting evil
Dislikes: loneliness, seeing/smelling blood
Wants: Constant companionship

Fears: The dark, losing control of his mind
Flaws: Wildly inappropriate sense of humor, loud,
boisterous

Rhulio Rhavier Rhavez

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Healer

Description

Rhulio is a curious gnome with bright orange eyes and short cut violet hair and suntanned skin. He wears a white
cleric’s robe with colourful accessories. He is kind hearted and helpful and sees the laws like guidelines or suggestions, but not as something you have to follow step by step. He loves music, women, beer, adventures and his
riding-warthog Prescilla.

Likes: Animals, especially Prescilla. Good Music,
Women, Beer.
Dislikes: Murder without a solid explanation.
Wants: To see new places, hear and tell new stories.

Rins Wand
Description

Fears: The lack of new experiences
Flaws: Stubborn

Race - Human
Occupation - Wizard

You spot the nervous looking fellow across the tavern. Drinking alone dressed in tattered red robes and a hat
that have been repaired many times over. The gentleman appears to be a wizard, though the stars on his garments have almost completely faded, perhaps a retired wizard? The longer you look, the more questions you
have.

Likes: Potatoes, Peace and Quiet, Uneventful times.
Dislikes: Basically everything else
Wants: Potatoes and to be left alone

Rodroth Grayrook
Description

Fears: Most everything, even good things turn bad
Flaws: Cowardly, nervous.

Race - Human
Occupation - High Priest

Tall and thin with chiseled features, the high priest looks his part. He has no facial hair, but sharp eyebrows and
a piercing glare. The beakish nose completes his bird-like appearance. Death means nothing to him, for many
years he has toyed with the veil of the afterlife. Beasts and Demons die by his simple command, such is his power. Yet, he is empty inside, having lost all that matters. He brings justice where needed, but rarely acts with full
force, except when small children are wronged. He has nothing left in life but being a tool for justice.

Likes: Comraderie, fellowship, good conversation
Dislikes: Those preying on the weak
Wants: Peace of mind

Rukaewi ‘Ewi’ Darr
Description

Fears: Nothing, anymore.
Flaws: Disillusioned, sees the dark side of everything

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Former Rogue

There is a half-elf woman at the bar with the owner, her long, brown hair in a pony tail, you can see her bright
green eyes even from here. She is constantly smiling, but there is something unsettling about it. Hard to tell how
her body looks like, under all those traveler clothes. Her skin is almost flawless, but if you look closely, you can
see a scar on her neck. Mid twenties, early thirties.

Likes: Strange creatures, solitude
Dislikes: Cats, time restrictions, rules, womanizers
Wants: “Fun”, excitement, chaos,

Fears: His master getting angry at him
Flaws: Holds too strong to his beliefs / orders, not too
bright

Seren Silverbolt
Description

Race - Halfling
Occupation -Adventurer

Seren had an idyllic childhood in a small community. She enjoys storytelling, adventures and journeys that took
her farther and farther away from home and family. These combined with her fascination of dragons shaped her
future, her purpose and her appearance. Standing a mighty three foot ten inches tall, with wild black hair and a
complexion that she hides permanently under a hood

Likes: Family, storytelling, travelling and dragons
Dislikes: Injustice, bullies
Wants: The safe return of her family

Shaddar Gallion

Fears: That she will not see the return of her family
Flaws: She is blinded to her shortcomings and risk of
failure.
Race - Incubus
Occupation - Corruptor

Description

Shaddar takes the form most appealing to his victim. Though he prefers male forms, he does not limit the gender
of his targets and will choose his own according to their attractions.
Shaddar’s eye color changes, but they usually twinkle with joy and mystery, as though he is eternally laughing
at a joke only he understands. When targeting mortals, his preferred shape is of an extremely handsome, grey
skinned Tiefling with flowing ginger hair.

Likes: Strong willed, independent people. Good wine
and good jokes.
Dislikes: Self-loathing, weak spirited mortals. Cheap
drinks.
Wants: Strong souls of rare mortals to bargain with.

Silanthros MC
Description

Fears: Death, which will return him to his summoner
and jailor.
Flaws: He often likes to play with his victims, even at
the risk of exposure.
Race - Half Orc
Occupation -Bard

A fairly tall, well-muscled half-orc, Silanthros’ green skin matches his strong jade eyes. He has short black hair
and a scar running above and below his left eye. Two small tusks jut up from his mouth and his stance gives the
impression of confidence and charm. He wears a chain shirt, a longsword on one hip, a drum on the other to
accompany him spitting rhymes, and an elegant white cape inlaid with patterned gold.

Likes: Writing rhymes, individuals fighting for freedom, other musicians
Dislikes: The undead, racism, slavers
Wants: Adventurers to help free his city from tyrants

Sir Arnem Borehild

Fears: Vampires, the death of his friends, failing his
people
Flaws: Acts with heart not brain, struggles thinking
critically, burdened by the deaths of his people
Race - Human
Occupation - Knight

Description

Long dark wavy hair, dirty and greasy. Dressed in full plate mail, dented with a smattering of rust with a travel worn tabard, with a golden boar’s head sigil on the right breast. A battered wooden shield gold and black has a
Boars head in black and marigold in yellow. His helm plumed in gold bares a snarling boar. He wears a longsword
on his belt and a heavy crossbow on his back.

Likes: Fighting, drinking, drunkenly regaling stories Fears: His past and his emotions
about his tragic past
Flaws: Impatient, Drunken, Depressed
Dislikes: Those who betrayed him, dishonesty
Wants: To fight and drink and forget

Sue ‘Marty’ Brakenshtine

Race - Human
Occupation - Trader

Description

Sue, at seven feet tall, has wide shoulders, arms the size of small kegs and an impressive barrel chest. Long
reddish hair is held in a tail under his wide-brimmed hat and smoke from an ever-present pipe creates a pungent
aroma surrounding him. While mainly nondescript, his face has an impressive bulbous nose in the center. His
clothing is heavily patched but well-maintained and his massive feet are shod with oft-resoled leather boots.

Likes: Gambling
Dislikes: Music – Tone deaf
Wants: A good ale and some fine pipe weed

Fears: Unicorns
Flaws: Easily Angered – Don’t call him Sue

Swift

Race - Elf
Occupation - Barbarian

Description

Wearing nothing more than a pair of leather trousers and an abundance of tattoos; this loud, boisterous and
charismatic elf’s crowning glory is his hair; long and golden save for a black streak on one side and reaching for
the sky. It’s an appearance that commands more than a passing glance! And if you somehow don’t see him, he’ll
certainly make sure you hear him!

Likes: Himself, drinking, his hair, fighting, himself
Fears: Demons, Losing the faith of the Wild Elf Gods
Dislikes: Losing, Slavery, Injustice, Demons, Dwarves, Flaws: Headstrong, Self centred
being told what to do.
Wants: To be the Champion of the Wild Elf Gods

Szaris

Race - Faerie Dragon
Occupation - Queen

Description

Szaris, Queen of Faerie Dragons, is a miniature violet-colored wyrm with wings that resemble those of a butterfly. Her own lands lie in the hills west of the tavern. Szaris visits the Inn because she has many allies in the
elven woods surrounding it. The Inn owners will often treat Szaris to a freshly baked apple pie in return for the
magical light shows which she performs as entertainment.

Likes: Jokes, cakes, & freshly baked apple pies
Dislikes: Orcs, thieves, assassins, & other evildoers
Wants: To laugh, practical jokes, to entertain with
magic.

Fears: Nothing
Flaws: Can be too trusting; can be too jovial when
serious consideration is appropriate.

Tarvos

Race - Human
Occupation - Farm Hand

Description

A traveling fighter who fights for no one. He mostly helps those in need. No one really knows where he came
from. He is a skilled fighter but not unbeatable. He is generous, modest, swift and clever. He wears simple clothing and appears to have recently worked on the nearby farm. His dark-grey shoulder length hair is dusted with
hay and soil, and his boots have needed repair, long ago.

Likes: Hard work, nature
Dislikes: Arrorance, greed
Wants: New boots

Fears: Hurting someone
Flaws: Honest to a fault

The Axe
Description

Race - Half Orc
Occupation -Assassin

Possibly the largest Half Orc you have ever seen, the hooded man before you poses an intimidating figure. On
his back is an ornate greataxe which, judging from the nicks along its edge, has seen a great deal of use. He
watches all patrons with great suspicion, his eyes burning with dark embers, as if he’s contemplating killing all
in range. A long white cloak hides much of his body, but a scarred arm occasionally reaches for his cup.

Likes: Battle, Ale, dwarven women, loyalty
Fears: Being locked in a cage, dying dishonorably,
Dislikes: Enchantments, illusions, dishonesty, disloy- being raised as a zombie
alty
Flaws: Too suspicious, too stubborn, too honest, too
Wants: To serve his master, to bring honor to his fam- bloodthirsty
ily

The Ghost of Rowena Sangrey

Race - Incubus
Occupation - Corruptor

Description

As you approach the lone tiara on the table in the corner, a wispy bluish light slowly appears above it. A few
steps closer brings the ghostly figure of a woman into view, or, more accurately, two women occupying the same
space; one tall and stately with shimmering golden white hair and a noble gown, the other crooked and gnarled
with matted black braids and dark pupiless eyes. She smiles and snarls at you simultaneously.

Likes: Stories of travel and adventure
Fears: Magic that targets undead, the destruction of
Dislikes: Bright lights, jaunty music, poorly executed her vessel
curses
Flaws: Selfish ambition
Wants: Revenge on the sorcerer Thalnoth Ur-Quan

The Scarf Peddler
Description

Race - Human
Occupation -Scarf Merchant

An elderly man, an energetic persona, an eclectic ensemble, an obliviousness of personal space, and a satchel full
of scarves. No known name, no known origin. Throughout history, a man matching a similar description can be
found in urban legends and local folklore. Regardless of his origins: he will attempt to sell you a scarf. Magic or
coincidence, everyone who has ever bought a scarf can tell you of luck at the most opportune moment.

Likes: To sell his scarves to people who are worthy of
owning them
Dislikes: Being forced to do anything
Wants: Unusual items in exchange for a scarf

Thoradin Redbeard

Fears: Anyone figuring out his true identity, origin, or
what he had for breakfast
Flaws: Quirky, ostentatious, heedless, not very helpful
with your problems
Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Mercenary

Description

Thoradin wouldn’t stand out among dwarves, being average height and build. He takes great pains to ensure
that his beard does honor to his name, keeping it groomed and magnificent at all times. He stands with a ready
bearing in most circumstances, always scanning the room and preparing to deal with any potential sources of
trouble. Early in the night, this makes him seem aloof and cold, but once the ale has flowed long enough, he can
relax and party with anyone.

Likes: Anyone with a respect for well-groomed facial Fears: Knives (especially near his beard)
hair
Flaws: Will overreact to any potential threat to his
Dislikes: Troublemakers, goblins
friends
Wants: One night, just one, without having to deal
with trouble

Threbrilith

Race - Elf
Occupation - Artist/Mage

Description

Threbrilith likes to spend one day a week in the tavern, to look for people to admire his art, some buyer, or
someone to hire him as a mercenary.
He is a rather ugly elf, his face burnt with a fire spell that has backfired.

Likes: Being admired, gold pieces, good jokes
Dislikes: Quick and burning anger to someone that
criticize his Art
Wants: Money, glory and recognition

Tilly Maerana
Description

Fears: Lose his money
Flaws: Anger, envy

Race - Elf
Occupation - Ranger

Young and Small in size and frame, but energetic and fast with blonde hair and piercing green eyes. She is very
clumsy and often spills her drink. Tilly is obviously com fortable with nature, wearing clothing part cloth part
plant material. She is never seen without an animal, though a different one every day.

Likes: Animals, Busy places, New events, Water, Run- Fears: Being alone, no access to the tavern, losing the
ning, adventuring
people close to her
Dislikes: Being alone, alcohol, bullies, animal-cruelty, Flaws: Clumsy, low-intellect
Wants: Every animal in the world, friends.

Timn Holly
Description

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Mercenary

This Halfling wears black leather armor with a black cloak. His exposed arms are covered with scars left by
flames. He is about three feet tall with short red hair, blue eyes and appears to be in his twenties but it’s hard to
tell due to the scarring. He approaches newcomers openly looking for work and never turns down a challenge.

Likes: He likes to swim and all cats.
Fears: Large fires, complete darkness, failing his family
Dislikes: Being in complete darkness without a means Flaws: Will run away from large fire and is nervous
for light.
around small fires.
Wants: He wants to provide for his family in the forest.

Tomo Kitsuki
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Soldier

A typical stern warrior with medium-long hair in a ponytail, plated armor, and green and yellow garb underneath. On his belt, he proudly wears his varying sizes of swords that are heirlooms from his deceased family. His
bag that sits next to him on the bar, omits some bizarre and unknown smells, keeping most other patrons at a
distance.

Likes: Justice, honor, law
Fears: To find out a horrible truth about their death
Dislikes: Anything unlawful, liars, unloyal people
Flaws: Too honorable for his own good and to the
Wants: To avenge his family that was killed by a dark annoyance of his party
figure

Topak, Son of Xorlosch, Son of Krigash...

Race - Human
Occupation -Armourer

Description

A huge, muscle-bound human standing over seven feet tall. His long, wild red hair and rust coloured beard
clings to his head and face, in dire need of a wash. Whenever you see Topak, Son of Xorlosch, Son of Krigash,
Son of Sharak, Son of Trollop, he will always have his large war hammer at his side. His arms are scarred and he
is often heard before he is seen. Despite his striking appearance, he has a magnificent smile.

Likes: Dwarves (raised by them), forging, drinking
Fears: His mom and the sea
Dislikes: Everybody who does not believe he is a real Flaws: Stubborn, like a dwarf
dwarf.
Wants: To be the best armourer in the world

Torvok Stonestance

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Brewmaster

Description

Average height for a dwarf, very muscular, red hair and a large beard. He wears a stylish red halfplate armor
with a crimson cloak. He has a great sword close at hand. He travels to find new ingredients for his brews and
is renowned for the complexity and great tastes of his creations. He approaches adventurers and requests to join
them if they are headed to a location that might have new ingredients.

Likes: Creating new brews, Smashing skulls
Dislikes: Doesn’t completely trust elves, People who
don’t drink.
Wants: Wants to share his creations with the world.

Fears: Releasing a bad product.
Flaws: Will fight someone who blatantly wastes a brew.

Toshio Togashi

Race - Human
Occupation -Assassin

Description

The man at the bar boasts a neatly trimmed beard, along with a long oiled ponytail bound atop his head. His
white robes, highlight the array of weaponry about his person, a short-sword and a meteor-hammer. His light
conversation with those around him suggests that he is some form of monk, but something about his appearance
doesn’t sit right.

Likes: Sharp things, poisons,
Fears: His true identity to be revealed
Dislikes: Being questioned, corruption, simple combat Flaws: Overzealous and quick to pull his sword when
Wants: Peace in his country by whatever means neces- he shouldn’t
sary

Turen Truehammer

Race - Human
Occupation - Would-be Knight

Description

A young adventurer out to become a knight. He can be seen adventuring with his friend Duerval Norstrom.

Likes: Being Honest and True
Dislikes: Evil doers
Wants: To become a Knight like his father

Fears: The colour yellow
Flaws: Is young and impetuous

Varinya Rahjania Misteria of Viryamun
Description

Race - Elf
Occupation - Artist/Mage

Varinya is around six feet tall. Her naturally tanned skin is contrasted by her hip-length light blonde hair and her
crystal blue eyes. Her clothing always fits her current situation and she prefers to wear darker colors, seldom she
is seen in her robes. She carries a saber embellished with runes and her finely carved staff.

Likes: Conjuring, ancient languages, traveling
Dislikes: Priests, uneducated people, prophecies
Wants: Forgotten knowledge, legends, magical artifacts

Fears: Losing her soul, illness, heavy sea, bugs
Flaws: Slightly vanity, a sometimes unhealthy curiosity,
slight vengefulness

Veldorn Bloodrose

Race - Human
Occupation - Mercenary

Description

You see a tall human with long black hair and a scar over his left eye. His bright blue eyes stand out against his
black armour. He seems to be watching people carefully as they enter and exit the tavern, absentmindedly moving his hand to the hilt of his greatsword

Likes: Ale
Dislikes: People who Mock him
Wants: Gold and/or Power

Fears: Death
Flaws: Greed and his attitude to people

Viktor Dickbauch

Race - Human
Occupation - Priest

Description

Tall with a huge belly, Viktor always look like he need to take a bath... or two.
His clothing seems to be a simple piece of old cloth and his advanced age gives him the overall appearance of
a vagrant. But his eyes are sharp as his faith! He is a true believer fully dedicated to his god. He is also clumsy
and a true danger for most of his companions. He almost killed two of them one time as he tried to shoot some
Goblins with his crossbow.

Likes: His god, Alcohol
Dislikes: Aristocrats, authorities
Wants: Enjoy his life as much as he can

Fears: Technology, change, magic
Flaws: Clumsy, brutally honest

Yianni the Blue Bard

Race - Changeling
Occupation - Entertainer

Description

Commonly taking the form of elven folk, you see as skinny elf with long blonde hair, tied back in a ponytail. He
is handsome with light blue eyes, and a thin, clean beard. An onyx earring hangs tight to his left ear. He wears
fine clothes: silken blue top, tan breeches with many pockets and brown boots. His hands are heavily decorated
with rings and is rarely seen without his enchanted flute in his hand.

Likes: Being the center of attention. Singing
Dislikes: Being ignored.
Wants: To be the greatest bard alive

Fears: Losing his voice.
Flaws: Talks too much.

Zabido ‘Zabi’ Murkle
Description

Race - Gnome
Occupation -Adventurer

He’s a gnome of moderate height in his twenties with a slim physique and messy brown hair. He is adorned with
the robes of his wizarding college with a look of childlike wonder in his bright, brown eyes. He’s either taking
in the sights around him, asking questions, or buried deep in his books at the bar.

Likes: Learning, reading, magic, tinkering, anything Fears: Turning evil again since last time he almost
new and exciting
killed his friends, failure
Dislikes: Mean-spirited people, dark magic, being
Flaws: Being overly excited causes him to rush in and
manipulated
find himself in trouble
Wants: A valuable magical book, to explore the world,
master abjuration

NPC - Groups

Taverns serve as a melting pot for all walks of life
looking to use such establishments for many reasons.
In many a tavern or inn not only will you find patrons
coming together to share a drink or local gossip, you
will almost always find a group of individuals that
travel together. Whether using the establishment as
a base of operations or as a rest stop to their next
destination, these groups tend to be tight knit and
have seen their fair share of adventure. Approach
with caution and mind your words, but if you gain
their trust, these groups are a valuable source of
information.

Keebler Prismspark
Description

Bipolar Heroes

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Adventurer/Wizard

Keebler is a white-haired gnome of average stature and just past middle age. Honest friendly, and outgoing, he
will easily approach strangers for conversation. He believes himself a folk hero among his people, and is unconcerned when others have not heard of him. An excellent storyteller, he happily recounts (his perception of) his
heroic adventures. Keebler often travels with the ‘overly serious’ Dronan Bearstalker, to ‘keep him out of trouble’.

Likes: Telling stories of his adventures as a folk hero. Fears: Not being worthy to return home and claim his
Dislikes: Severely dislikes Elf or cookie jokes about his true love, Sarah Leigh.
first name.
Flaws: Incapable of realizing when people don’t believe
Wants: His new friends to believe he’s already a hero. his stories.

Dronan Bearstalker
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Adventurer/Druid

Dronan is a stern, muscular man who mastered rage and combat while surviving his enslavement to a tribe of
orcs. Eventually exploding in rage and escaping, he hunted and killed the orcs who had enslaved him. An arch
druid eventually helped him learn some measure of peace, converting the large warrior to the path of nature and
balance. He often travels with Keebler Prismspark, who he considers a bit foolish, though admires his courage
despite being so small.

Likes: The honest companionship of animals.
Dislikes: Slavery and those who prey on the weak.
Wants: To punish slavers, particularly orcs.

Fears: Being a slave or captive.
Flaws: Nearly blinding hatred of slavers and orcs.

Black Guards
Belphebe

Race - Human
Occupation - Archer

Description

A red haired beautiful human female clad in rough leather carrying herself with the poise of a well seasoned
archer. Look long enough and you will see the faint scars across her face that serve as a reminder of her previous
battles. Don’t stare too long though, her bow is not the only weapon she’s good with!

Likes: Drinks and stories
Dislikes: Rude males
Wants: Her peace

Fears: fire
Flaws: implusive

Ghorgon Bey

Race - Half-Halfling
Occupation - Thief

Description

Too small to be a human but too tall to be a halfling, Ghorgon rubs his bulbous nose with his bony fingers.
Watch this one closely, his hands are quicker than your eyes and there’s a reason why his leather armour is covered in pockets.

Likes: Games and riddles
Dislikes: Serious people
Wants: Money and trinkets

Fears: Being poor
Flaws: Always talks

Brok

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Muscle

Description

A similar size to his companion Ghorgon but with much broader shoulders and a thick muscular frame. Brok is
adorned with many trinkets and finery, throughout his braided beard and hair. His intricately designed metal
and leather armour creates quite an imposing picture as he eyes the rest of the patrons before approaching the
bar.

Likes: Metal in all forms
Dislikes: Talking
Wants: A better armor

Fears: water
Flaws: Can’t resist a bet

Caravan of the Blackened Blade
Pierrick Mercier Dubois XII
Description

Race - Grippli
Occupation - Rare Antiques Merchant

A small frog like humanoid with big red eyes and bright green and white skin.
He wears regal clothing; a blue cape over half his shoulder, a silver lily pad brooch pinned to his battle-worn
leather armor and a wide brimmed hat with one side pinned with a large feather. A red sash with leather belt
and scabbard holds a very ornate rapier at his hip. He keeps his company with a good friend acting as his bodyguard known as Gell.

Likes: Historic/Rare items for trade, Stories of heroics, Wants: To become a Merchant Prince, To prove himGambling, Challenges bigger than himself
self as the best swordsmen
Dislikes: Being underpriced/underpaid, Getting dirty, Fears: Becoming poor, losing his friends, Not proving
Knock offs/fake goods, Cheating/Lying, Being com- his father wrong
pared to his tribal ancestors Boggards

Gell
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Barbarian Weapon Master

A rugged looking mound of muscle with long black hair and a five o’clock shadow. He always looks ready to start
a brawl. Wearing free moving hide and iron plates. His defining piece of arsenal is his ancestral Great sword,
handed down to him by his elder. The Barbarian before you is the last of the clan known as “Fury Lords”.
Through his travels he found a great friend in Pierrick and relies heavily on his diplomatic council; these two
work very well together, forming a perfect brains and brawn duo.

Likes: Fighting a loud messy dual.
Dislikes: Diplomacy and cheap meat cuts.
Wants: Descent fight or a straight answer.

Jarael “The Wind Wraith” Kall’an
Description

Fears: Being caged, subjugated or earning his place.
Flaws: Temper, Bash, Loud, blunt.

Race - Sylph
Occupation - Assassin/Relic Thief

Leaning against the bar you see a slender young women with pale skin and arms covered in purple tattoos; the
intricate design extends down her back underneath her long white hair that turns a deep purple at the tips. She
turns looking for the barkeep and reveals a silver mask that covers half her face.
The bandolier draped over her leathers hold an array of weaponry and items that give the distinct impression she
knows how to handle herself, and if that wasn’t enough, the rune covered war glaive at her side should provide
more than a hint.
Those that approach will notice a soft breeze but will be unsure of its origin.

Likes: Information, relics, magical items, thrill of
Fears: Being forgotten in the history books, locked
hunting a target
away, enslaved
Dislikes: Secrets, Things that are locked, not paying forFlaws: Way too curious for her own good, will steal
a contract when delivered
from you if given the chance
Wants: As much knowledge as she can get

Dongs of Ditchwater

Danny Elf-Mann

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Bard

Description

Adorned with a red waistcoat and other ostentatious finery expected of a bard of this calibre. He, along with his
associate, Artemis Feathersong, command the attention of patrons with interesting technique and skill, althouth
some would use the word offensive.

Likes: Money
Dislikes: Things he cannot play
Wants: A pet, any pet

Artemis Feathersong
Description

Fears: Being forgotten
Flaws: Acts first, thinks second.
Race - Human
Occupation - Bard

The other part of the duo known as The Dongs of Ditchwater. Dressed in a similar red waistcoat you could almost say these bards were twins. Those that have seen one of their performances will most definitely talk about
what they witnessed the next day, whether it’s in a negative or positive light varies greatly.

Likes: A crowd, a good lute
Dislikes: Silence, boredom
Wants: Fame.

Fears: Losing his hands
Flaws: Quick witted to a fault. His mouth often lands
him in trouble.

Dorienar Malloren
Trevor “The Kemper” Kolonbraal
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Headmaster

A slight, middle-aged man of average height; Trevor has black hair, blue eyes and a fair complexion. Dressed in
plain, sturdy clothing and sporting a floppy leather hat he appears more like an itinerant tradesman than a mage
and headmaster, nevertheless his uncanny stillness and piercing gaze hint at hidden depths. Trevor carries a
bronze-shod staff and sips ale. He discusses obscure and arcane metallurgy with friend and master smith Brega
Mac Mordain.

Likes: Family, Dwarves that call him Friend
Dislikes: Slavers, politics, corruption, excessive verbi- Fears: Uncontrolled necromancy, being helpless to
protect those he loves and those depend upon him.
age, drunkenness, Unseen Servants
Wants: Scholarly freedom, a large family, amity amongFlaws: An attack upon his loved ones will result in
unrestrained and merciless destruction
disparate folk of similar values

Brega Mac Mordain
Description

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Weaponsmith

Reasonably tall for a dwarf, Brega is strongly built and wears a rust coloured beard and long hair that is masterfully braided, flowing down to his belt. His silvermail and broadsword are a stark contrast to his emerald green
eyes that glint as he chuckles. Brega is outgoing, even charismatic at times. He is rarely seen outside the company
of his companion, Trevor Kolonbraal.

Likes: Honesty, shop talk with craftsmen.
Dislikes: Slavers, cheats, braggarts, dishonest craftsmen, geese
Wants: A good life with his family, a good forge and
time to work his ‘magic’.

Fears: Not being there for his friend Trevor, or his
adoptive family. Brownies. Damn things.
Flaws: Stubborn in the face of injustice. Always backs
Trevor’s play. Fair to a fault.

Emporium of Remedies
Prych’yr
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Bard/Herbalist

Human bard from the Southern lands. His black hair is streaked with grey and his tanned hand rests upon a
small string instrument. He makes a living selling herbal remedies and is known to tell heroic tales of a forgotten
age. Judging by his limp, multiple scars and the throwing daggers stashed in his boots – he may not have always
been a simple herbalist.

Likes: Whiskey, playing an epic tune to set the mood Fears: Failing the younger generation of rebels
Dislikes: The rulers of the realm
Flaws: Liking the whiskey too much…
Wants: Revolution

Ráena
Description

Race - Half-Elf
Occupation - Information Broker

Shunned by the Elven ruling class, mistrusted by the masses, this half elf warrior has a permanently unimpressed aura about her. The hilt of a sword is visible, as are her Elven ears. She sits at the table surrounded
by scrolls and books. Her brow is furrowed as she reads the documents. Yomi the large blue/black wolf walks
around the table before resting her head on Ráena’s lap.

Likes: Yomi the dog
Fears: The growing evil in the land
Dislikes: Interruptions, stupidity
Flaws: Comes off a cold and sharp when meeting new
Wants: To help the new generation of adventurers to people
overcome evil

Kyrr
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Enchanter/Healer

A mysterious hooded figure wearing a grey cloak. Blue light casts strange, rippling shadows around the cloak. A
scarred, slender hand reaches for a flagon of ale. A large silver staff rests against the wall behind Kyrr. A black
velvet bag sits near his feet – there seems to be a sound coming from it.

Likes: Card games
Dislikes: Indecisiveness
Wants: Gold, revenge against rulers

Fears: Losing his remaining friends to the clutches of
death
Flaws: Overkill

Firefeather

Aelia Steamer
Description

Race -Human
Occupation - Tracker

Aelia is a rather shy and silent girl at the age of seventeen. She is rather short for her age, with mid-length brown
hair and orange coloured eyes.
Orphaned by her tragic past, she learned to trade and create magic items like her father before her. After years
of studying her father’s works in secret she has become renowned for her work with enchanting items and is both
revered and feared in equal measure.
Everything she wears appears to have been self-made and functional to her craft. Her helmet and goggles rest on
the table at her side and her long leather jacket is covered in iron fillings.

Likes: Spring, Milk, Steam, Magic, Leather, Animals, Fears: Nothing
Weapons, Science, adventures
Flaws: No experience with men, Her rushed construcDislikes: Ice, The Magic Circle, Pineapples, Spiders, tions can malfunction
Wants: reedom, Anarchy,

Jardras

Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Ice Mage

Once celebrated as one of the youngest fully-fledged mages of the realm, he stumbled upon secrets that he
shouldn’t have. Banished from his homeland and labeled as a traitor by those that taught him, he spends most of
his time with his fellow outcast, Aelia.
His average looks and pale green eyes wouldn’t lead you to assume he came from noble blood, but his ice-blue
robes decorated with golden stripes would suggest he is anything but your average tavern patron.

Likes: Ice, Regulations, Animals, Magic, Small adven- Fears: Diving, Heights, Loneliness, Fire
tures, Learning, Eggplants
Flaws: Can’t use the teleportation spell right, naive,
Dislikes: Coincide:nces, Laziness, Hatred, Teleporta- Emotionally unstable
tion Spells, Necromancy
Wants: His normal life back, a true love, Knowledge,
Hope

Just Five
Dryft

Description

Race - Genasi
Occupation - Ranger

Dryft is a six foot tall, green skinned and teal haired Water Genasi. Her amphibious
appearance, two long swords, and her wolf companion do not make her
particularly approachable. She seems uneasy when strangers approach her, but she is relatively relaxed in the
tavern, especially in the presence of her adventuring party.

Likes : Water, nature; her traveling companions (even Fears : That she does not make a very good ranger
the annoying one); cutting off heads and kicking them Flaws: She may be a bit overzealous in battle, someDislikes: Bullywugs! and other humanoid creatures; times.
big cities
Wants: A drink; information about local flora,fauna,
and

Junkh Thar – Second Star
Description

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Monk

Tall for a gnome, Junkh Thar has grey eyes and straight black hair reaching just below his ears. He wears a short,
dark cloak and clothes that are moderately worn but upon closer inspection are finely made. Junkh is contemplative and rather quiet. He searches for miners and blacksmiths to ask them questions about how to refine kunst.
Kunst is at first glance an ugly muddy grey metal, yet when seen in the light of burning mountain moss it shines
with a multicolored iridescent glow.
Thought difficult to purify, once isolated kunst is easy to work with and can be finely wrought. It is extremely
strong and is as highly prized by mountain gnomes as mithril is to dwarves and elves.

Likes: Playing music, learning new things, wellFears : Becoming frivolous
planned events, his twin brother – Fuerster Thar
Flaws: Not spontaneous nor gleeful like other gnomes
Dislikes: Inability to plan before acting
which bothers his father
Wants: Find efficient method to refine kunst, assume
control of the jarldom along with his twin-brother

Skald Firebrand
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Historian

Skald is an average male human in his mid twenties with bright red hair, typically seen with a pipe in hand, and
is often in the middle of a tale. His clothes are exceedingly well tailored, but are common in nature and he carries a staff along with a plethora of scrolls and books that he refers to when necessary.
Skald is always looking for complex problems to solve and he will offer advice and guidance whether asked for or
not. Nearly every time he does this, he will use some historical reference or text to highlight his superior reasoning skills. Though his advice is long winded and annoying, it is always accurate and exceedingly helpful.
Skald lacks an understanding of personal space and often reaches over to mend or straighten or fix something
other people are wearing or holding.

Likes : Good pipe weed, questions about how to do Fears : Unending chaos
something, history
Flaws: He often says too much.
Dislikes: Anything broken, chipped, imperfect or out
of place
Wants: Knowledge and more knowledge

Flaren Quarterbarrel

Description

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Cook

Flaren is thin and tall for a halfling. He wears a light cloak and travelling clothes.
He is known for having an intense love for food and cooking and often cooks his own meals wherever he goes,
including in taverns. His favorite recipe is one of his own creations, beefbread, which is only sometimes edible.
When he is not cooking he is whittling a piece of wood while telling a tale or two of his latest adventures.

Likes : Food, treasure, trickery and magic
Dislikes: Thievery of his stuff
Wants: To cook and eat the finest meal, for free

Azuela
Description

Fears: His works of art being stolen (which is one of
his many tales)
Flaws : Obsessed with his creations

Race - Air Genasi
Occupation - Entertainer/Scribe

Although Azuela’s glistening sky blue skin and long, breezy, wavy, azure hair are an uncommon sight, her beauty
is mesmerizing. Most people she encounters are instantly charmed and unavoidably drawn to her. Her graceful
gait is whimsically dance-like, exaggerated by the flowing blue cape she wears.
Wherever she goes, a refreshing breeze seems to accompany her.
Her sing-song voice is like music and she loves to tell stories of her adventures with her traveling companions.
The story performances are always embellished with instrumental accompaniment or magical effects and often
inspire her companions to join in.

Likes: Magic, Music, (Magical Instruments), Shiny
Objects, All things Blue
Dislikes: Violence, Confinement,
Wants: Adoration, Adventure, Info on her Djinn father & the Elemental Plane

Fears : Losing Beauty, Voice or ability to make music,
Being Alone
Flaws: Hesitant in Battle, Vanity, Reliance on Charm

Nohana
Rue
Description

Race - Half-Elf
Occupation - Bartender/Detective

Rue is rarely noticed. Her appearance and the way she acts, makes her someone you don’t really remember. Her
hair is black, skin is lightly tanned and her eyes dark. She inherited the long ears of her elven parent.
Rue is often dressed in dark clothes, hiding leather armor beneath it, so she freely can move around, without
looking suspicious. She carries a rapier at her side, and a couple of daggers hidden away in her clothes.

Likes: Looting, stealing, necromancy
Dislikes: Sharing secrets, making people upset
Wants:To be recognized as good, lots of gold

Aster Fairwyck
Description

Fears: Dragons, fire
Flaws:Laws should only be followed if people are
watching

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Bouncer

From a distance she looks every bit the noble she is, but as you get closer you quickly realise she is a warrior at
heart. She carries herself with the grace of a noble, but the determination of someone confident in her abilities.
Her hair is a golden, her eyes brown and skin is fair. She often wears armor, with a mace and shield in arms
reach, but she can be seen in beautiful dresses.

Likes: Money, bashing things
Dislikes: Bears, people who sees her as weak
Wants: Her father’s recognition

Glim Moonglow Barnor
Description

Fears: Having to be idle
Flaws: I never back down from a fight

Race - Gnome
Occupation - Healer

Even though he always looks irritated, this gnome, is happy to help. His hair is almost white and his skin shows
that he has spent many hours in the sun. His eyes are green, but they seem to change shade with the seasons.
Glim dresses in earthy colors, often combining cloth and leather armor. He always carries a blade of some sort,
and a carving a wolf mid-leap. He always go without jewelry of any kind.

Likes: Keeping promises, helping, discussions
Dislikes: Goblins, orcs, undead, crime, necromancy
Wants: To be free from the past, to find a purpose

Fears: Losing persons he cares about
Flaws: Money does not make sense to me

Regular patrons of The Promise
The Recruiter

Race - Human
Occupation - Cultist

Description

The Recruiter is a shadowy Human who wears expensive black robes and frequents The Promise to look for
desperate human patrons. When he recruits them for his covert cult, he gives them cheap black cloaks to wear
and assignments to perform. As a fully fledged ‘Black Robe’ cultist, he is feared by the patrons and locals and
especially by the recruited ‘Black Cloaks’ who do his bidding.

Likes: Young, unhappy, poor Human men who are
easy to manipulate
Dislikes: Women and (hates) non-Humans
Wants: More minions and power

Grencha Wriathwhite

Fears: Agents of other cults
Flaws: Arrogant and selfish

Race - Human
Occupation - Costume Shop Owner

Description

Grencha is a stout, unassuming old woman who looks like her best days are behind her. She frequently, and expertly, wears a wig of bright red hair, which covers her own rather wispy head of silver. You’ll usually find her
with a pipe of Halfling Sweet stuck between her teeth, which are old and yellow. She specializes in providing
“costumes” of any sort: City Guard outfits, cult robes, etc., all with no questions asked.

Likes: Halfling Sweet tobacco, providing quality “cos- Fears: That someone will discover that she is a sorcerer
tumes”, and ambitious and cunning young women
Flaws: Quite racist, often overly perfectionist
Dislikes: All gnomes, half-orcs, half-elves, most full
elves, many halflings, and questions of any sort
Wants: To stay neutral in all politics, a better source
for her wigs

Father Cornelius Vee
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Priest

Father Cornelius Vee is an elderly Human priest who wears wine-colored robes and serves in the local temple.
He’s part greeter, part counselor, and part apothecary with his famous remedies for hangovers and other party-related maladies. He makes the rounds of the various taverns, inns, restaurants, and seedier places of entertainment around the city to offer the services of his temple.

Likes: Drinking and partying
Fears: The King or City Guard passing more party-killDislikes: Prohibitionists, laws against having a good ing laws
time
Flaws: Can be forgetful
Wants:Bigger parties at the temple, to find his missing
yellow cat

Seerear Family
Nhillin Seerear

Race - Drow
Occupation - Bar Owner

Description

She appears as a middle aged Drow female with silvery grey hair and purple eyes. Always dressed in expensive
but seemingly plain clothing; only those accustomed to seeing in the dark can admire the true complexity of her
clothing design.
she carries several knives about her person and most are poisoned. She always appears serious and only really
shows emotion when examining a toxin/poison she is planning to purchase. She will always defend her Morlock
serving staff

Likes: Poisons & Toxins, family, business
Dislikes: Rudeness, Drow society
Wants: Quiet family and business life

Soldrin Seerear
Description

Fears: Family who exiled her and her husband
Flaws: Cares little for any non-drow or non-staff lives

Race - Drow/Drider
Occupation - Bartender/Spider farmer

His natural state is that of a spider centaur, a result of a divine curse for his Druidic beliefs. While in the tavern
he wildshapes into a middle aged Drow male, tall, silver hair and grey eyes.
More commonly he can be found in the sewers and under the city where he collects and cultivates the toxins his
wife uses in the tavern above.

Likes: The undercity/caverns, Spiders, family
Dislikes: Drow society
Wants: To maintain the undercity ecosystem

Tarena Seerear
Description

Fears: The drow family who cursed him
Flaws: Cares little for anything beyond his family and
his undercity

Race - Drow
Occupation - Barmaid/Seamstress

A Beautiful young female drow, long silver hair and purple eyes. She operates the seamstress shop above the Inn,
where she makes clothing from spider silk provided by her father during the day, by night she works the bar,
chatting and serving the customers, she speaks Morlock like a local. She also acts as spokesperson when dealing
with the local militia.

Likes: Fashion, family, gossip, and high society
Fears: Drow society
Dislikes: Rudeness , Drow society
Flaws: Vain and full of herself
Wants: To have the most famous clothing shop in the
city

Tavern Pets
Nurse Kat
Description

Race - House Cat
Occupation - Resident Cat

Nurse Kat appears as a typical grey and white tabby house cat. He has a very nonchalant air about him and often
appears to be half-dozing. He can often be found lounging by the fire or perched up on some shelf. He is very
easy-going and is easily mingles with tavern patrons.

Likes: Eating
Dislikes: Loud Noises
Wants: To be comfortable

Tiny Cat

Fears: Not being fed
Flaws: A little on the heavy side

Race - House Cat
Occupation - Resident Cat

Description

Tiny Cat has a charcoal-colored coat, somewhere between black and grey. He has large, alert eyes and actively
takes in his surroundings. He is very set in his ways and likes routines, some would say he is more reliable than
any time-piece if you get to know his routine. He often greets tavern patrons as the enter and leave the place.

Likes: Tuna
Dislikes: Randomness
Wants: Order, punctuality

Dixie
Description

Fears: Schedule disruptions
Flaws: Will try to enforce schedules, no matter what
the circumstances

Race - Dog
Occupation - Resident Dog

Dixie is a small wire-haired dog with a black and grey coat and a short tail. She can usually be found in or near
the tavern kitchen, hoping for food scraps. She often visits the tables attempting to acquire any morsels of food
the patrons offer her. She usually remains quiet but will bark when danger is near approaching.

Likes: Eating table scraps
Dislikes; Food actually meant for dogs
Wants: To be where cooking is occurring

Fears: Missing a meal
Flaws: Will not leave the tavern for any reason

The Nelluc Family
Aoibheann “Evie” Nelluc

Race - Elf
Occupation - Sword for Hire

Description

Aoibheann is a beautiful tall elf with long brown hair flecked with strands of blonde and auburn. She wears a
suit of scale mail under a hooded red cloak and carries longswords off both hips. She seems to constantly survey
the room looking for any signs of danger.
Aoibheann is the oldest of the Nelluc siblings. She has taken it upon herself to look after them. They all meet
regularly here to check up on each other.

Likes: The danger of a fight/adventure
Dislikes: Being bored
Wants: Vengeance on those that killed her parents

Kahlan Nelluc
Description

Fears: Losing her siblings (Kahlan and Parker)
Flaws: Takes her a long time to trust people

Race - Elf
Occupation - Forest Guide/Ranger

Kahlan wears a long hooded dark green cloak. Under the cloak, you can see brown leather armour with various
buckled straps and she wears knee high brown boots. Unless she is just with friends/family she keeps her hood
up but with the hood down she is beautiful with blonde hair and piercing blue/grey eyes. She is never seen
without her ornately carved longbow.

Likes: Being in the wilds alone or with siblings
Dislikes: Busy crowded places
Wants: Vengeance on those that killed her parents

Parker “PJ” Nelluc
Description

Fears: Losing her siblings (Aoibheann and Parker)
Flaws: Takes her a long time to trust people

Race - Elf
Occupation - Thief

Parker wears a simple hooded black cloak. Under the cloak, he has leather armour with several daggers attached
to his torso. He always has his hood up hiding his face regardless of the situation. He always seems to be listening to what’s going on around him as if he his hoping to overhear about some kind of treasure or adventure
he could partake in. He is the youngest of his siblings and is only here to check in with his siblings.

Likes: Creeping across rooftops
Dislikes: Being bored
Wants: Vengeance on those that killed her parents

Fears: Losing her siblings (Aoibheann and Kahlan)
Flaws: Takes him a long time to trust people

The Peeyoh Means
Sir Avigulu
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Paladin/Bar owner

Sir Avigulu is a tall man with an imposing frame. His long thick mustache and combed white hair speak of a
cultured individual. However, make no mistake. His facial scars and well built frame also speak of a man who
takes no quarter when pressed. He is easy to engage in conversation and will regale you with tales of his past
adventures.

Likes: Good Conversation
Dislikes: Body Odor
Wants: Exotic and new ingredients to work with

Squire Thumbi

Fears: Someone figuring out his special ingredient
Flaws: Quick to anger if anyone mentions the crown
Race - Elephantium
Occupation - Squire

Description

Thumbi was found by Sir Avigulu during his adventures in far off lands. He rescued Thumbi from a group of
slavers and took her into his family. Her natural strength and sense of justice lent herself well to a role of squire.
Sir Avigulu eventually hopes that Squire Thumbi will be accepted into the Order of Extreme Goodness – his
former profession.

Likes: Peanuts and Good wine
Dislikes: Mice and any tiny creatures
Wants: To find the leader of the elephant slaver ring

Fears: Being re-captured by the slavers
Flaws: Becomes irrational and fearful around tiny
creatures.

The Random Encounters
Günther van Deut
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Paladin of Martyrs

Günther is a group member who is more into the tavern business than adventuring. He is an older man with a
white beard who always speaks calmly and with respect. On his travels he gathered a good sum of gold which he
now uses to buy crates full of blankets, cloth and other essentials which he gives to all in need who come to the
tavern. He is also been known to provide hot meals to the needy.

Likes: Kind people, the good in everyone’s heart
Dislikes: Greed, disrespecting behavior, ‘non-good’
religions and cults
Wants: To help all in need

Sneals ‘Garret’
Description

Fears: To be not able to help someone, to be used in an
intrigue
Flaws: His benevolant attitude can become overwhelming

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Gambler

Sneals is a young fellow with long black hair who joined the Random Encounters years ago. He wears travelling
clothes under leather armour and proudly wears his enchanted dagger named “Deathfang”. Growing up on the
streets he learned how to survive and how to gamble. He often observes the guests in the tavern to get useful
informations or spot good targets to gamble with later. He also keeps a watchful eye on the half-orc to avoid
being thrown by him.

Likes: Fine jewelry, precious gems and hard coin
Dislikes: Being thrown around
Wants: To build up an own thief ’s guild

Vali Thyrm
Description

Fears: Being thrown into a deadly situation
Flaws: Always looks for stuff to steal even if not wanting to do it

Race - Half-Orc
Occupation - Barkeep/Bouncer

Vali is a tall and muscular man who sees himself more of an orc than human. Fighting is his religion and intimidation his diplomacy. He is direct in nature and doesn’t think highly about etiquette and still goes on adventures
with his fellows of the Random Encounters, but works in the tavern between journeys. If he has drunk a good
amount he enjoys hunting for Sneals in an attempt to break his distance record for throwing him.

Likes: A good meal made of meat, a good fight
Dislikes: Meals that had no pulse before preparation
Wants: To become a well known axe fighter, if not the
best

Fears: That his beloved flaming greataxe is breaking …
again
Flaws: If enjoyed some beer he begins to throw small
people

The Silent Footsteps
Sa’di

Description

Race - Human
Occupation -Bar Owner/Thief

Clearly not from around here, the dark skinned human female with short cropped black hair is always seen in
dark clothing designed to move freely in. You see a tattoo of a Dragon on her right shoulder and a tally of sixteen on the back of her neck. She carries herself with confidence and if you meet her eye she’s never the first to
look away.

Likes: Adrenaline and the thrill
Fears: Being alone, Sa’di will do anything for her crew.
Dislikes: Deception towards friends. Nobility & the Flaws: Impetuousness, she doesn’t always stop to think
rich.
on an action.
Wants: To stay free, to help others better themselves.

Tyll

Race - Human
Occupation - Freedom Fighter/Wizard

Description

Tall and dark haired, tanned from days spent at sea. A tattoo formed of aquatic creatures covers his left arm
ending with an image of a siren upon his left shoulder. Often wearing travelling clothes and usually seen in a
Seaweed cloak. He carries himself with a purpose and despite not being the most Charismatic person finds a
way to move those around him to action.

Likes: Freedom, The Ocean, Storytelling, Marie the Fears: Losing his freedom
street runner
Flaws: Single-minded, Tyll moves towards his goal
Dislikes: The rich and noble, oppression, captivity
with little regard for others
Wants: To bring freedom to the commoners, to fulfil
his purpose

Reinholdt
Description

Race - Troll
Occupation - Engineer & Muscleman

A large blue-ish grey troll, he has clearly trained as a warrior in both his physique and the way he moves. Some
mistake him as a bodyguard for Sa’di until they see that he is covered in soot from his engineering workshop.
Surprisingly he is the most reasonable one of the three, at least attempting to get them to talk through a plan
before executing it.

Likes: Progression through technology, fighting along- Fears: Losing friends
side friends,
Flaws: Often overthinks things, delays action.
Dislikes: Stupidity, oppression of the common folk
Wants:To help better things with technology, to build
a great wonder.

The Staff of Lady Luna’s Sport Tavern
Lontari Al’Agrios
Description

Race - Drow
Occupation - Bar Owner/Ranger

Lontari is an imposing black skinned drow with a lean muscular build and bright red eyes that burn with passion
for competition. His long white hair is unkempt and covers more than half of his back. He keeps a scimitar with
a glowing crimson hilt on his hip, giving off steam as if it is heating the air around it. He wears hand wraps that
barely cover the violet runes engraved on his skin. Lontari runs the tavern with his wife Luna.

Likes: Competing with worthy adventurers
Fears: That his skin color will force out worthy advenDislikes: Rich, snobby people and Losing
turers
Wants: To allow travelers to test their skill in competi- Flaws: Strong adventurers get him overexcited
tion

Luna Thunderpaw
Description

Race - Moon Elf
Occupation - Bar Owner/Archdruid

Luna is the most beautiful woman of the Wildwoods. She has delicate light bluish hued skin and big bright blue
eyes. Wavy light green hair falls down her back, with the left side in two braids intertwined with the feathers
of her ancestors. Luna is slim, with light muscle tone. Brown and gray feathers dress Luna’s arms suggesting her
strong ties to the druidic arts. A silver claw shaped pendant emits a glow from her neck.

Likes: Running through the forest in her many beast
forms.
Dislikes: Those who disrespect nature.
Wants: To keep the peace of the forest.

Fears: The forest being inhabited by too many outsiders.
Flaws: Overprotective of nature that causes her to act
rash in certain situations.

The Staff of The Ale Keep
Jacosa

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Brewer

Description

Jocosa is of an average height, with dark hair, and pale skin. She has a scar from her left ear to her jaw and is
typically found in soft leather breeches, grey blouse, blue vest, and leather boots. When working she also wears
a frilly apron, which is at odds with her other attire. She carries a mash-paddle with her nearly everywhere, it is
even close at hand while serving drinks in The Ale Keep. Married to Kynwric.

Likes: Beer, burbon, and food. Pretty things. Coin.
Fears: Loss (life, family, home), spiders.
Dislikes: Ruffians, cheats, brawlers, preachers.
Flaws: Temperamental, stubborn.
Wants: Safety, stability, a bottle of McNamara’s 25 year
old scotch.

Kynwric

Race - Human
Occupation - Bartender/Bouncer

Description

Kynwric is a burly man of slightly above average height, he has reddish blonde hair and a full beard. He is broad
chested, stoutly built, but his body is suffering from his middle age. He usually wears a simple cloth tunic and
trousers, leather bracers, and leather boots. Married to Jocosa.

Likes: Beer, food, pretty girls. Coin.
Fears: Growing old and weak.
Dislikes: Orcs, goblins, etc. Not particularly fond of Flaws: Quick to anger, stubborn.
anything green.
Wants: Peace and quiet, more books, time for friends
and family.

Krük Deepsinger
Description

Race - Half-Giant
Occupation - Bouncer

Krük is one of the oddest sights to be seen in the tavern, a huge, hulking humanoid in brightly colored clothes,
with an equally flamboyant cloak slung about his shoulders, a lute in his hands, and an axe sheathed on his back.
His hair is grown in the style of progressive performance troupes, popular in the east, and he changes its color
frequently.

Likes: Music, beer, food. Attention. Women.
Dislikes: Untalented fools. Hecklers.
Wants: Fame, beer, people to listen when he plays.

Fears: Being ignored/unappreciated/irrelevant/forgotten.
Flaws: Flamboyant, temperamental

The Staff of The Bloody Dragon
Kiroc

Race -Red Half-Dragon
Occupation - Storyteller

Description

The scaled man stands taller than any human, obviously built for fighting; he wears simple armour and a sword
at his waist. You might mistake him for a guard, though he’s sitting at a table in front of the Bloody Dragon
cart, telling a growing crowd about how Kasula, the elf with the mugs, spent a week stopping a group of time
wizards from stealing all the jewelry in a town, and telling them to come back tonight for the main event.

Likes: Travelling, entertaining children with stories of
him and his friends adventuring
Dislikes: Fire, thieves, troublemakers, threats
Wants: Good stories, the life he leads, no trouble

Kasula
Description

Fears: Dragons, losing his friends, aging beyond the
ability to travel
Flaws: Contentment/lack of ambition, stubborn, belief
in doing the right thing, revenge
Race - Elf
Occupation - Bartender

The elf leaning against the cart is lithe, even compared to other elves. Scars snake around his bare arms, some
ritualistic, others obviously the result of battle. A smile rushes to his face as he greets patrons, pulls their pint
and takes their money, usually all at the same time, though he slows down around those who appear to travel
often, and more so for adventurers, asking about their quest, and offering advice.

Likes: Wine, women, song, magic, adventure
Fears: Old age, inability, loneliness, mellowing out
Dislikes: Being stuck in one place, boredom, inactivity,Flaws: Always in a rush, rarely thinks, overly trusting,
‘old people’
quick to anger
Wants: The life of adventure, excitement, action

Erramun
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Sorceress/Magic Shop Owner

The tent near the Bloody Dragon is full of magical paraphernalia; staffs, wands, various colours of gemstone
and salt, dreamcatchers, and anything else you can think of. The old woman herself sits at the back, just placing
down a half-empty mug of ale. Her robe is creased from spending much time sitting, but the occasional glowing
symbol flows across it, her hat is tall and pointed, and her eyes squint at her newest customer.

Likes: Discussing magic, pottering about, making a Fears: Dying before her time, sentient items, painful
‘real’ sale
death
Dislikes: Fools, quacks, being asked to teach, “couldn’t Flaws: Crotchety old woman, no patience, joint pain,
you just…”
lacking memory
Wants: A quiet life, fewer aches, rare magical objects

The Staff of The Castaway
Jodar Drolost
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Bartender/Carpenter/Hunter

You see an average human man in his later years wearing sturdy glasses and well-tanned skin from many years
working outdoors. He has a full moustache and thin hair that has been combed in an attempt to cover his balding
head. His protruding belly is well developed from much beer and hearty meals. His hands are strong but worn
from use and his clothes, while nice, are outdated.

Likes: Family, drinking beer and blackberry brandy,
jokes, a good day’s work.
Dislikes: Laziness
Wants: He wants his family to be happy and have a
warm bed and a full belly.

Stephen Ferrel

Fears: That his girlfriend Rosie is cheating on him with
Stephen.
Flaws: He drinks too much and is dreadful flirt

Race - Half-Elf
Occupation - Bard

Description

The half-elf before you plucks deftly at the strings of his instrument. Even seated he looks tall despite his age.
His long gray hair and blue eyes give way to tanned and wrinkled skin that suggests a life of heavy smoking and
drinking. His threadbare clothes and general appearance doesn’t desmay those listening to the talent he still
possess’ with music, though many say his voice has turned rough and gravelly.

Likes: Drinking wine and ale, smoking, and entertain- Fears: He will lose his job as he has nowhere else to go.
ing people.
Flaws: He drinks way too much
Dislikes: Working, he would rather relax, drink and
play music.
Wants: Rosie Wishwalla and enough money to buy his
next drink.

Kymm Harskenvar
Description

Race - Dwarf
Occupation - Chef

Kymm has long curly red-brown hair and beard with bright green eyes. He’s a little short, but well built and his
hands are calloused from handling a cleaver in the kitchen. Some would say they are also scraped and bruised
from having to kick out some drunken louts from time-to-time. He wears sturdy leather clothes and an apron.
He usually has a smile on his face, but rules the kitchen with an iron fist. He’s got a deep loud voice that carries

Likes: Target shooting with his crossbow and coming Fears: He won’t be successful as a chef.
Flaws: Has a huge ego.
up with new interesting dishes.
Dislikes: People making fun of his name.
Wants: Desires recognition as a world-renowned chef.

The Staff of The Emerald Lilly

Salrah Greenfellow
Description

Race -Half Elf
Occupation - Bar Staff/Druid

After years of adventuring, Salrah has settled down with his former travelling companion to run the Emerald
Lilly. He sometimes leaves the tavern to shape shift into an Otter to spend time in the lake by the tavern and
his underwater cave home. In the tavern, he tends to blend into the background, serving patrons and performing
mundane duties. He only becomes animated at the sight of bugs near his establishment.

Likes: Tending his underwater garden and bar.
Dislikes: Ironically, cannot tolerate insects .
Wants: To remove the magic tattoo placed by the
demon.

‘Ogre’
Description

Fears: That his former party will discover that he traded the body of the fallen Paladin to a demon in return
for safe passage through the dungeon.
Flaws: Suspicious of patrons who stare at him.
Ashamed of past actions.
Race - Half-Orgre
Occupation - Bouncer

Ogre is a stereotypical, dim witted but kind barbarian. His unlikely companion is his “magic club”, an unfortunate Piercer that Ogre picked up after it’s failed attack and has been using it as a great club for years; Ogre has
no idea it is actually a monster. The Piercer is constantly trying, unsuccessfully, to escape at a snail’s pace. The
game of hide and seek is humorous to visitors and friends.

Likes: Finding club. Friends. Occasional wandering. Fears: Life without favorite club.
Dislikes: Headache when club falls on me head. Bad Flaws: Must be forgetful because club never where I
people who hurt Ogre and friends.
remember putting it.
Wants: To find out where me club gone.

The Staff of The Fat Pig
Rick ‘Hog’ Johnson
Description

Race -Human
Occupation - Bar Staff

A tall, wide, bald man. Hog is full of smiles, laughter and generosity. Often seen with his hands on his belly
letting out a bellowing laugh and serving drinks and food, Hog is the first to greet any newcomers to the tavern.
A big belly and a bigger smile are what he’s known for.

Likes: Laughter, food, clear weather, being loud, His
wife Lenna
Dislikes: Rough housing or fighting in his bar,
Wants: Expand his inn one day, ensure his wife is
taken care of

Lenna Johnson
Description

Fears: Losing his inn, losing his wife
Flaws: Loud, can’t keep a secret, eats quite a bit of the
profits away

Race - Half-Elf
Occupation - Co-owner of Tavern

A stark contrast to Hog, Lenna is a short, slender woman. She’s often seen learning on or against the bar of the
Tavern. Lenna is quite the talker and loves to exchange rumors. Smiling almost as much as Hog. Her long, curly
blond hair is usually pulled back as she works around the tavern. She loves to insert herself into tables of newcomers and learn what she can and share what she’s heard.

Likes: Gossip, talking, adventurers, a good meal, RainyFears: Outliving her husband, Losing the inn
days, Her husband Hog
Flaws: Doesn’t know when to stop talking, likes her
Dislikes: Quiet types, dwarven food,
wine a bit too much
Wants: Children

The Staff of The Hammer Twins Inn
Korda Und
Description

Race - Mountain Dwarf
Occupation - Owner

Despite her stature Korda is an intimidating dwarf with thick muscles, plenty of scars and no hair to be seen.
She gives patrons a genuinely warm smile as they enter and ushers them to a table. She moves with a warrior’s
grace and seems absolutely in command of everything around her at all times. Her clothes are simple and utilitarian: a sleeveless leather tunic and leather pants, with an apron that may have been white at one point.

Likes: Battle, treasure, mead, women and men
Dislikes: Dishonesty, cowardice, orcs
Wants: Peaceful retirement with her twin sister

Vanyali Und

Fears: Being unable to protect her sister.
Flaws: Believes she’s almost invulnerable and often
rushes into battle.

Race - Mountain Dwarf
Occupation - Owner

Description

Bearing a striking resemblance to her sister Korda, the only real difference between them is Vanyali’s lack of
musculature. Though just as warm and friendly as her sister, she moves around the tavern in the robes of a mage.
She is never seen using her powers, unless provoked, she prefers to save them for times of need. Vanyali is often
approached by those seeking knowledge and wisdom.

Likes: Arcane lore and history, women, wine
Dislikes: Orcs, dishonesty, those who abuse arcane
power for their own good
Wants: Peaceful retirement with her twin sister

Tinu Nenar
Description

Fears: Being unable to save her sister
Flaws: Sometimes looks down on those who don’t
understand magic

Race - High Elf
Occupation - Waiter

A tall lithe Elf, with long straight hair the color of the midnight sky. His beauty might have once turned heads,
now they turn away from a hideous burn that covers three-quarters of his face, though this hasn’t lessened his
arrogance or ego. There is an obvious reluctance in the way he performs his duties as a member of the bar staff
and he seems constantly put out by patrons’ requests.

Likes: Wine, Woman and Song
Dislikes: Non-High Elves, work of any kind
Wants: Respect, power, wealth and a life of hedonistic
ease

Fears: That his scars may be permanent, poverty, “lesser” race
Flaws: Arrogance, pride, old-fashioned and xenophobic

The Staff of Hasselwhite’s Vulgar Vicar

Tolman Hasselwhite

Race -Halfling
Occupation - Tavern Proprietor

Description

Stout for a halfling, with constantly disheveled hair, Tolman Hasselwhite has the foulest mouth this side of the
Nine Hells, making sailors sound like priestesses of the Mother Goddess. And he is always hustling an angle.
He knows everyone, has connections everywhere, and can get just about anything given enough time and money.
He’s also irritated at one time or another every major player in his network. But people keep coming back to him
because he gets results.

Likes: Cursing, The Deal, Tall Redheads, and political Fears: Missing a deal
history books
Flaws: Cursing, and has a soft spot for Tall Redheads
Dislikes: Spiders, People who claim to be principled
but aren’t
Wants: Gold, Power, Fame

Smithsohn O’Malley
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Barkeep

Tall, broad, taciturn, and exuding quiet competence and unexpected grace, Smithsohn O’Malley is a quiet antidote to Hasselwhite’s irreverent bluster. O’Malley never talks about his background or how he got entangled with
Hasselwhite, but the scars tell a tale of a man familiar with the application of violence to influence outcomes.
Anyone familiar with political history might recognize the tattoo on his arm as only given to elite warriors from
a distant northern land.

Likes: Symphonies, good deeds, a good tale well told, Fears: Nothing
gourmet meals
Flaws: Perhaps he’s too loyal to Hasselwhite
Dislikes: Dishonesty, bluster and braggarts
Wants: Peace and quiet

The Staff of The Lair
Nox

Description

Race - Vampire
Occupation - Owner/Intelligence Broker

Nox is a particularly tall, thin man with untidy black hair, deep red eyes and looks to be in his mid-thirties. He
constantly wears a blank, disinterested expression and can’t seem to get through a sentence without being either
sarcastic or derisive to his customers. His arrogance and demeanor does not go unwarranted, he has plenty of
information to sell for the right price.

Likes: Decorating. Small, colourfull cocktails.
Dislikes: Having to clean up after others. Daytime.
Wants: Better servants than the twins.

Fears: Not being needed.
Flaws: Always feels the urge to support newcomers to
an area, even to his own detriment.

Hikaru and Kaoru

Race - Human Spirits
Occupation - Bouncers/Waiters

Description

Identical twins in their late teens, they stand out in any crowd for their perfect hair, stunning looks and impeccable fashion sense. Short, with muscular builds, they share an almost constant mischievous grin and a fitting
sense of mischief. Extremely flirtatious, with reckless abandonment for the gender or sexuality of their target.
They are highly subservient to Nox and will stop their antics at a word from him.

Likes: Teasing and being flirtatious. Each other.
Dislikes: Anyone who won’t pay attention to them.
Wants: A friend who will treat them as individuals.

The Alabaster Mask
Description

Fears: Being separated. Their master (Nox).
Flaws: They crave attention and will push boundaries
to get it.

Race - Unknown
Occupation - Patron/intelligence broker

The man at the bar always wears a white alabaster mask. He’s come here for years and has never changed; or
maybe he changes every time? He’ll be your mercenary, your information gatherer, your hired hand, whatever
you need of him. One thing stays constant however: he’s an enigma.

Fears: Nox’s wrath.
Likes: Having something to do. A worthy hire.
Dislikes: Anyone trying to take his mask off. Talking. Flaws: Likes his liquor.
The Twins’ banter.
Wants: To be kept busy. Companionable silence.

The Staff of The Lucky Raven
Gregor Splatinovicz

Race -Human
Occupation - Tavern Owner

Description

Clean shaven, charismatic and with striking blue eyes, Gregor is the clear center of the tavern. Obviously deeply in love with his wife Eleanor he strives to make the tavern a happy place.Despite his occupation he is not as
impressed by rich/powerful visitors as a regular tavern owner should be.

Likes: Exotic foods and drinks
Fears: Disappointing his uncle (patriarch of the family)
Dislikes: Rude customers
Flaws: Obsessive about keeping the tavern clean
Wants: A son and daughter, the Sixth Amulet of Xiang
Feng

Liao Wan Cheng
Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Stable Master

Jovial and grey haired he welcomes everyone in his stables and will take very good care of their animals. Anyone
disturbing the animals or trying to steal from the parked wagons will find he has an uncanny ability with the
quarterstaff.

Likes: Animals, gardening, stories from other places
Dislikes: People hurting animals
Wants: A Striped Mountain Parrot

Lily Traendahl
Description

Fears: Necromancy
Flaws: Obsessive collector of religious texts

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Barmaid

Lily (like her twin sister Mimi) is a slender girl with an uncanny beauty. Even at the busiest hour she’ll nimbly
weave through the crowd delivering food and drinks. Her quick hands and quick wit give you the impression she
has done more than work in a tavern during her life.

Likes: Fine silks, expensive jewelry, playing darts
Dislikes: Customers touching her
Wants: The Black Opal of Xiliphon

Fears: Meeting her great great grandfather
Flaws: She does not lose at darts

The Staff of The Minotaur’s Horns
Khairn “The Mighty”
Description

Race - Minotaur
Occupation - Owner

Khairn is an imposing figure standing well over seven feet tall. He has deep midnight black eyes, and soft, fine
crimson-red hair that covers his body. His two horns on top of his head are sharp, and are as black as polished
onyx. He is usually wearing black leather clothing that does nothing to conceal his muscles. His voice is deep and
melodious, and his expression is one of perpetual amusement. He moves with the grace of a warrior.

Likes: Cooking, Conversation and Jokes
Dislikes: Arrogance and impoliteness.
Wants: Everyone to Enjoy Themselves – But not too
much

Belryl “Grumps” Rockcleave

Fears: True Evil and Unable to help those in need.
Flaws: Trusting and Noble. He is honorable and kind.

Race - Mountain Dwarf
Occupation - Barkeep

Description

Belryl is an old, wrinkled, balding, grey haired, Mountain Dwarf who looks like the years have been not kind
to him. What once was sinew and muscle is now fat and flab. Not as quick or as dexterous as he used to be, he
can still be formidable when needs be. His brown leather clothes are clean - only slightly stained from working at
the bar. His eyesight is going, but he is still capable of mixing most types of drinks. Grumpy and gruff, if he is
coerced into a story, he can spin a tale like a seasoned Bard.

Likes: A drink, a song. He is always booking new acts Fears: Dying Alone and being unable to protect his
for the Tavern.
friends.
Dislikes: People. Especially Rude People.
Flaws: Gruff. Grumpy. Old. Slow. Too Fat.
Wants:News. He has a voracious appetite for rumors
and information.

Dhara Scarletmantle

Race - Half Elf
Occupation - Bar Staff

Description

Dhara is a beautiful half-elven waitress, with an easy smile and friendly face. She has long flowing red hair that
falls around her shoulders. Her green eyes glint with mischief, and she has a soft laugh that sounds almost musical. She is quick on her feet, and moves without making a sound. Always carrying a crimson pouch at her waist,
containing who knows what. It is rumored that her mother was a High Elven princess that fell in love with a
human warrior; when asked, Dhara will always smile and changes the subject.

Likes: Truly enjoys helping people with drinks, food
and information.
Dislikes: Being touched.
Wants: Quietly wants any magical information or
knowledge.

Fears: That she will outlive her friends. That “they” will
come for her someday.
Flaws: Can be easily distracted sometimes.

The Staff of The Pair ‘O’ Dice Tavern

Wyn Virkas

Race -Half Elf
Occupation - Tavern Owner

Description

Wyn is roguishly handsome and dressed in fine, fashionable clothing. He smiles broadly and is both polite and
charming. He is often seen absent-mindedly fidgeting with a pair of dice in his left hand. Little of his elf heritage shows in his face, although his ears are a little more pointed than a pure human’s would be, he is the life and
soul of the tavern.

Likes: money, games of chance, people who flatter him Fears: accidental use of his magic, the criminal organiDislikes: “goody two-shoes,” idealism, naivety, small zation he fled from in a nearby city
woodland creatures
Flaws: Doesn’t believe that he can be conned, is very
Wants: respect, money, power, control over his innate focused on getting money quickly
magical abilities

Farcon Overdale
Description

Race - Halfling
Occupation - Bouncer

Farcon is dressed simply in repeatedly-patched set of clothes. His animal skin cloak hangs from his shoulders
and he has a large axe slung across his back. His hair and face give a wild look about him, as if he’s not used to
being around so many people. Despite his size, people tend to give him plenty of room and only the foolish
challenge his authority within the tavern.

Likes: Ale, people who are direct and honest, people
who act like they can handle themselves
Dislikes: wealthy and educated people, orcs, and halforcs
Wants: to be left alone or to fight

Fears: a hatred of orcs that borders on pathological,
extending even to half-orcs
Flaws: quick to fight, rude when spoken down to or
mocked

The Staff of The Wayfarer’s Rest
Turold

Description

Race - Human
Occupation - Innkeeper

Turold is a pleasant, if nondescript, man of early middle age. Standing at average height with brown hair and
hazel eyes, he seems to be constantly in motion. Naturally a neat and tidy man, he appears a little frazzled; what
with the recent increase in business due to the larger inn. Fortunately, his wife Vella & daughter Xella are never
far and help to shoulder his responsibilities, as they are as competent and devoted as he.

Likes: To serve the best food and drink he can.
Fears: That he’s in over his head.
Dislikes: Dishonesty, especially among employees, andFlaws: He has a tendency to bite off more than he can
humanoids.
chew.
Wants: Just to get things running smoothly!

Lyssa

Race - Human
Occupation - Server

Description

Lyssa is a local girl of nineteen. Slim of build and a petite five feet, two inches, she is startlingly good looking.
Well aware of her beauty, she is happy to use this to her advantage and is mercilessly flirtatious. Her male patrons don’t mind when she turns her intense green eyes their way, though their purse strings may grumble if they
could.

Likes: Being adored and the center of attention.
Dislikes: Intense, involved relationships.
Wants: To be more than just a serving wench.

Merrin
Description

Fears: Being tied down.
Flaws: She is not always the best judge of character.

Race - Human
Occupation - Brewmaster

Hailing from the far north, Merrin is a man in his early thirties with blonde hair, blue eyes and pale skin. Although a Northerner, he stands only five feet, five inches tall. Quiet and reserved, though not unfriendly, he is
a hard person to get talking unless it is about brewing. His demeanor hides the fact that he is very observant,
detail oriented and sees and hears a great deal.

Likes: Peace and quiet. He has a small crush on Lyssa. Fears: Being the center of attention.
Flaws: He frequently doesn’t say what he really thinks.
Dislikes: Crowds and having to speak too much.
Wants: A separate brewery, but to still work for Turold.

